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“Classic” decay chain

antiquarks. We have therefore computed the lowest-order two-parton to two-KK-parton
matrix elements, which are expected to dominate the production of these particles. Our
results, which di!er somewhat from those presented in ref. [9], are discussed in section 5
and listed in appendix A.

Using our results on the UED production matrix elements and decay correlations,
together with the decay branching ratios suggested in ref. [5], we have included a full
simulation of the relevant UED processes in the HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator [10,
11]. Since the corresponding SUSY processes, with full spin correlations, are already a well-
established feature of HERWIG [12, 13], we are able in section 6 to present first detector-level
results on distinguishing UED and SUSY spin correlations at the LHC. Our results and
conclusions are summarized in section 6.

2. Decay chains in SUSY and UED
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Figure 1: (a) SUSY and (b) UED decay chains considered here.

The SUSY decay chain that we shall consider, which is the same as that studied in
ref. [1], is shown in figure 1, together with the corresponding UED process. In both cases
the visible decay products are a quark jet and a pair of opposite-sign same-flavour (OSSF)
leptons with the same chirality. We suppose that the new particle masses have been
measured, either by an edge analysis along the lines of refs. [2, 3] or some other means, and
it remains to decide whether the decay angular distributions agree better with the SUSY
or UED spin assignments.

The angular distributions depend on whether or not the chirality of the slepton/KK-
lepton is the same at that of the decaying squark/KK-quark.3 For definiteness, we assume

3We should emphasise that we use the term ‘chirality’ loosely here, since neither the sparticles nor the

KK-excitations concerned have definite handedness: what we mean is that they couple to SM particles of

that chirality.
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that the latter is left-handed, which is preferred in both of the models under consideration.
We can then characterise the process by the chirality and charge of the “near” lepton,
defined as shown in figure 1. Of course, we cannot distinguish experimentally between the
“near” and “far” leptons, and so their contributions to any distribution will eventually
have to be combined. However, in principle (in the zero-width approximation that we use)
the processes with opposite “near” and “far” charge assignments are distinct. There are
then two fundamental processes, which (as in ref. [1]) we label 1 and 2:

• Process 1: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l!L , l+L } or {q̄L, l+L , l!L } or {qL, l+R , l!R} or {q̄L, l!R , l+R};

• Process 2: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l+L , l!L } or {q̄L, l!L , l+L } or {qL, l!R , l+R} or {q̄L, l+R , l!R}.

3. Spin correlations in SUSY

We first recapitulate from ref. [1] the angular distributions that are expected in the SUSY
decay chain 1(a). The !!0

2 has spin one-half and its helicity is the same as that of the
quark, since the squark is a scalar. Therefore a near lepton with the same helicity as the
quark (process 1) will be emitted preferentially at large values of the angle "" between its
direction and that of the quark in the !!0

2 rest frame, with angular distribution (neglecting
all SM particle masses)

dP SUSY
1

d cos ""
=

1
2
(1! cos "") . (3.1)

A near lepton with helicity opposite to the quark (process 2), on the other hand, will have
angular distribution

dP SUSY
2

d cos ""
=

1
2
(1 + cos "") . (3.2)

In terms of the qlnear invariant mass,

(mnear
lq )2 = 2|pl||pq|(1! cos "") =

1
2
(mnear

lq )2max(1! cos "") , (3.3)

defining the rescaled invariant mass variable to be

"m = mnear
lq /(mnear

lq )max = sin(""/2) (3.4)

we therefore have
dP SUSY

1

d "m = 4"m3 (3.5)

and
dP SUSY

2

d "m = 4"m(1! "m2) . (3.6)

The slepton produced in the decay of the !!0
2 is a scalar particle, and so its decay is

isotropic in its rest frame, and the near and far lepton directions are uncorrelated in that
frame. Therefore the only spin correlations to consider in the SUSY scenario are those
between the quark and near lepton given above.

– 4 –

Two distinct helicity structures, with different spin correlations:

4

SUSY UED

Smillie, Webber, hep-ph/0507170
Datta, Kong, Matchev hep-ph/0509246
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Angular variables
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Invariant masses
qlnear

lnearl f ar

ql f ar mql/(mql)max =
1
2

!
(1− y)(1− cosθ∗ cosθ)+

+(1! y)(cos!"! cos!)!2
#

ysin!" sin!cos"
!1

2

x = m2
Z!/m2

q!, y = m2
l!/m2

Z!, z = m2
!!/m2

l!

:

:

:

mql/(mql)max = sin(θ∗/2)

mll/(mll)max = sin(θ/2)

where
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Helicity dependence
Process 1 (SUSY)

Process 1 (UED, transverse Z*:  P /P = 2x)
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(ql!)nearBoth prefer high invariant mass
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UED and SUSY mass spectra
UED models tend to have quasi-degenerate spectra

spectrum (from [5]) is given in Table 1 with inverse radius R!1 = 500GeV, cut-o! " such
that "R = 20 and mh = 120 GeV. This model also assumes vanishing boundary terms
at the cut-o! scale ", and a vanishing boundary mass term for the Higgs mass, m2

h. The
lightest four left KK-quarks are degenerate in mass and are labelled here collectively as
q"L. Similarly the right and left KK-electrons and KK-muons are degenerate in mass and
are labelled here as l"R and l"L respectively. This spectrum illustrates the feature of UED
that the new particles have masses which are much closer to each other (usually within
100 ! 200 GeV) than in a typical SUSY spectrum.

In the UED model we have eqs. (4.5) and (4.6)
!" Z" q"L l"R l"L
501 536 598 505 515

Table 1: UED masses in GeV, for
R!1 = 500GeV, !R = 20, mh =
120GeV, m2

h = 0 and vanishing
boundary terms at cut-o" scale !.

with x = m2
Z!/m2

q! = 0.803; the Z" decays preferen-
tially to a left-handed excited lepton and so we use
y = m2

l!L
/m2

Z! = 0.923, which yields

dPUED
1

d !m = 0.727!m + 2.577!m3 ! 0.047!m5 ,

dPUED
2

d !m
= 3.257!m ! 2.483!m3 ! 0.047!m5 . (4.7)

These should be compared with the corresponding SUSY expressions (3.5) and (3.6), which
are independent of the particle masses.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: UED and SUSY distributions for (a) Process 1 and (b) Process 2 with respect to the
qlnear invariant mass, for the UED mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

The UED and SUSY angular distributions are plotted against each other for processes
1 and 2 in figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Since x = m2

Z!/m2
q! is large in the typical

UED scenario, and the e!ect of y = m2
l!/m

2
Z! is weak at large x, the UED and SUSY

distributions are similar. Therefore it will be di#cult to verify the UED spin assignments
if the spectrum is characteristic of UED.

The typical SUSY mass spectrum, on the other hand, does not have the same near-
degeneracy of neutralinos and squarks, and therefore the UED and SUSY angular distri-
butions are more distinct. For illustration, we consider the MSSM Snowmass point SPS

– 6 –

1a [14], which has the mass spectrum shown in Table 2. The decay !!0
2 ! ll̃R is preferred

and therefore we use x = m2
eχ0
2
/m2

euL
= 0.109 and y = m2

eeR
/m2

eχ0
2

= 0.653 for the comparative
UED distributions, giving

dPUED
1

d "m
= 1.213"m + 3.108"m3 " 2.301"m5 ,

dPUED
2

d "m = 2.020"m + 1.493"m3 " 2.301"m5 . (4.8)

(a) (b)

Figure 3: UED and SUSY distributions for (a) Process 1 and (b) Process 2 with respect to the
qlnear invariant mass, for the SUSY mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

The resulting mass distributions are compared in !!0
1 !!0

2 !uL !eR !eL

96 177 537 143 202

Table 2: SUSY masses in GeV, for
SPS point 1a.

fig. 3. Owing to the small value of x, the UED predic-
tions for the two processes are similar to each other, and
di!erent from the SUSY predictions. This gives some
grounds for optimism that, if the spectrum is consis-
tent with SUSY, then the SUSY spin assignments can
be confirmed or ruled out in comparison with the UED assignments.

4.3 Correlations in l! decay

In the SUSY decay chain (figure 1a) , the slepton l̃ is spinless and therefore it decays
isotropically in its rest frame. In the UED case (figure 1b), the spin of the KK lepton l!

induces non-trivial correlations. Up to an overall constant, the full matrix elements for
UED processes 1 and 2, as defined in section 2, take the form

|M|2 # 2z(1 " z)Wl! + (1" 2z)Wf (4.9)

where z = m2
γ!/m

2
l! , f represents the far lepton and, for l = l! or f ,

Wl = (1" x)(2pZ! · pn pZ! · pl + m2
Z! pn · pl)" 4x(pn · pq pZ! · pl + pn · pZ! pq · pl) +

+

#
8x2 pn · pq pq! · pl for process 1
8x2 pn · pq! pq · pl for process 2

(4.10)
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SUSY spectra typically more hierarchical

( Mn ! n/R
broken by boundary 
terms and loops, with 

low cutoff)

(high-scale universality)
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UED masses SPS 1a masses

UED and SUSY not distinguishable for UED masses

ql mass distributionnear
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UED masses SPS 1a masses

Correlation weak but slightly enhances UED-SUSY difference

ql mass distributionfar
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Jet + lepton mass distribution
UED masses SPS 1a masses

Not resolvable for UED masses, maybe for SUSY masses

11

Charge asymmetry due to quark vs antiquark excess
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Production cross sections (pb) 

(a) (b)

Figure 9: UED and SUSY charge asymmetries with respect to the jet + lepton rescaled invariant
mass, for (a) the UED and (b) the SUSY mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

branching ratios suggested in ref. [5], to estimate the UED production cross sections and
the quantities fq and fq̄ appearing in eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).

Our expressions for the subprocess matrix elements are listed in appendix B. These
results were obtained by including the Feynman rules for the e!ective four-dimensional
theory in CompHEP [15]. They di!er in some important respects from those computed
earlier by Macesanu et al. [9]. For example, the matrix element for gg → q!q̄! should be
t − u symmetric and identical to that for the QCD process gg → QQ̄ at this order, but
the expression given in ref. [9] lacks these properties. In addition, we find a larger overall
normalization.

Our numerical results for the produc- Masses Model σall σq! σq̄! fq

UED UED 253 163 84 0.66

UED SUSY 28 18 9 0.65

SPS 1a UED 433 224 80 0.74

SPS 1a SUSY 55 26 11 0.70

Table 3: Production cross sections (pb) in UED
and SUSY models, with UED or SUSY masses.

tion cross sections at the LHC are pre-
sented in table 3. These results were ob-
tained from parton-level Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the production processes and
decay chains, using the HERWIG event gen-
erator in SUSY mode with parton show-
ering, hadronization and underlying event
switched o!. The HERWIG default (MRST
leading-order [16]) parton distributions were
used. For the UED simulations, the SUSY
matrix element subroutine was replaced
by a UED one and the SUSY particle data
input file consisted of UED data based on
ref. [5].

As a result of the more singular structure of the matrix elements and the extra helicity
states, the UED production cross sections tend to be larger than those of the analogous
SUSY processes for identical mass spectra, leading to an overall enhancement of the cross

– 12 –

q!/q̄! " 2 # charge asymmetry

!UED! !SUSY for same masses (100 pb = 1/sec)
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Charge asymmetry
A =

( jl+)! ( jl!)
( jl+)+( jl!)

UED masses SPS 1a masses

Similar form, different magnitude
Not detectable for UED masses

13
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Charge asymmetry at detector level
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Determining the spin of supersymmetric
particles at the LHC using lepton charge

asymmetry.

A.J. Barr

Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge,

CB3 0HE, UK

Abstract

If signals suggesting supersymmetry (SUSY) are discovered at the LHC then it will
be vital to measure the spins of the new particles to demonstrate that they are
indeed the predicted super-partners. A method is discussed by which the spins of
some of the SUSY particles can be determined. Angular distributions in sparticle
decays lead to charge asymmetry in lepton-jet invariant mass distributions. The size
of the asymmetry is proportional to the primary production asymmetry between
squarks and anti-squarks. Monte Carlo simulations are performed for a particular
mSUGRA model point at the LHC. The resultant asymmetry distributions are
consistent with a spin-0 slepton and a spin-1

2
!̃0

2, but are not consistent with both
particles being scalars.

Key words: Hadronic Colliders, Supersymmetry, Spin, LHC
Cavendish HEP-2004-14

1 Spin correlations and charge asymmetry

A recent publication [1] describes the method by which spin correlations were
added to the HERWIG [2,3] Monte Carlo event generator. It includes an example
of part of a supersymmetric decay chain,

q̃L ! !̃0
2qL ! l̃±R l!qL (1)

in which spin correlations can play a significant role in the kinematics of the
emitted particles. When the decay of the slepton is also considered, (fig. 1),

Email address: alan.barr@cern.ch (A.J. Barr).

Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 27 June 2005

Compared with no spin
(i.e. phase space) only

More careful study of back-
ground and detector effects

Points are for 500 fb-1

Different MSSM point 
(now excluded)
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Fig. 7. (a) The l+q (squares) and l!q (triangles) invariant mass distributions after
detector simulation and event selection. (b) The solid circles show the lepton charge
asymmetry A+! as a function of mlq, again after detector simulation. The shaded
rectangles are the parton-level result scaled down by a factor of 0.6. The stars
show a cross-check – the equivalent detector-level asymmetry with spin correlations
suppressed. For both of the upper two plots

!

Ldt = 500 fb!1. (c) The detector-level
charge asymmetry, A+!, with spin correlations, using a 150 fb!1 subset of the
data. (d) The opposite-sign, same-family dilepton invariant mass distribution after
opposite-sign, di!erent-family subtraction.

Fig. 8.

12

detector level
no spin

parton level x 0.6

A Barr, hep-ph/0405052

Same decay chain:

See also: Goto, Kawagoe, Nojiri, hep-ph/0406317
Used HERWIG
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Full spin correlations 
included, by factorized, 
step-by-step algorithm

|M|2 = ρ
!c!!

c!d!!
d

prod D
!c!!

c
c D

!d!!
d

d

= !!c!c!d!d
prod

!

"!
!c!!

c!d!d

prod D
!c!!

c
c

!!c!c!d!d
prod

#

$

!

!

"!
!c!!

c!d!!
d

prod D
!c!!

c
c D

!d!!
d
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!
!c!!
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!c!!

c
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Production/Decay Spin Correlations in Herwig

• Example: top quark pairs in e+e- annihilation:

15

Richardson, hep-ph/0110108
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Top spin correlations in Herwig

16

x  No spin x  No spin x  No spin

x  No spin x  No spin x  No spin

Hw++ manual: Bähr et al., 0803.0883SM, SUSY & UED in Herwig++

Lepton-beam 
correlation

Top-beam 
correlation
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Dileptons
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dPUED

d !mll
=

4!mll

(2+ y)(1+2z)
"
y+4z+(2! y)(1!2z)!m2

ll
#

SPS 1a:

y = m2
l!/m2

Z! z = m2
γ!/m2

l!and

UED: y = 0.92 z = 0.95

z = 0.45y = 0.65

Sensitivity greatest at small y zand

Dileptons in “classic” chain

18

As was emphasised by Barr [1], the observability of interesting correlations depends
crucially on the fact that the LHC is a proton-proton collider, so that squarks/KK-quarks
are produced somewhat more copiously than their antiparticles. To quantify this e!ect,
we need to know the direct and indirect production cross sections of KK-quarks and KK-
antiquarks. We have therefore computed the lowest-order two-parton to two-KK-parton
matrix elements, which are expected to dominate the production of these particles. Our
results, which di!er somewhat from those presented in ref. [9],3 are discussed in section 5
and listed in appendix B.

Using our results on the UED production matrix elements and decay correlations,
together with the decay branching ratios suggested in ref. [5], we have included a full
simulation of the relevant UED processes in the HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator [10,
11]. Since the corresponding SUSY processes, with full spin correlations, are already a well-
established feature of HERWIG [12, 13], we are able in section 6 to present first detector-level
results on distinguishing UED and SUSY spin correlations at the LHC. Our results and
conclusions are summarized in section 7.

2. Decay chains in SUSY and UED
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Figure 1: (a) SUSY and (b) UED decay chains considered here.

The SUSY decay chain that we shall consider, which is the same as that studied in
ref. [1], is shown in figure 1, together with the corresponding UED process. In both cases
the visible decay products are a quark jet and a pair of opposite-sign same-flavour (OSSF)
leptons with the same chirality. We suppose that the new particle masses have been
measured, either by an edge analysis along the lines of refs. [2, 3] or some other means, and
it remains to decide whether the decay angular distributions agree better with the SUSY
or UED spin assignments.

3An erratum to ref. [9] is in preparation (C. Macesanu, private communication).
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Dilepton mass distribution

No sensitivity for these masses!

19
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z = 0.05

z = 0.95

y = m2
l!/m2

Z! = 0.65 z = m2
!!/m2

l! = 0.95"0.05,

Independent of masses and spins at !m = 1/
!

2 (! = "/2)

Dilepton mass distribution (2)

20
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All possible spin assignments

21

2. The decay chain

D

qL
lnear

lfar

A

C
B

Figure 1: The decay chain under consideration.

We will consider the cascade decay of a heavy colour-triplet scalar or fermion D, of the

form D ! Cq,C ! Blnear, B ! Alfar (figure 1). The decay products are fixed as being a

quark jet, a pair of opposite-sign-same-flavour (OSSF) leptons, and a stable or long-lived

massive new particle A. We assume that the masses of the four unknown particles A, B, C

and D have already been measured (see [12, 13] for example, where edge analysis is used).

All possible spin configurations in the decay chain are listed in table 1.

D C B A

Scalar Fermion Scalar Fermion

Fermion Vector Fermion Vector

Fermion Scalar Fermion Scalar

Fermion Vector Fermion Scalar

Fermion Scalar Fermion Vector

Scalar Fermion Vector Fermion

Table 1: Possible spin configurations in the decay chain (figure 1).

These 6 chains will be labelled SFSF, FVFV, FSFS, FVFS, FSFV and SFVF respec-

tively in what follows. Note that SFSF and FVFV are the SUSY and UED cases.

For fixed spin assignment, there are two possible angular distributions within the chain

as the quark and near lepton can have either the same or opposite helicity. We will follow

the conventions of [1] and label these

• Process 1: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l!L , l+L } or {q̄L, l+L , l!L } or {qL, l+R , l!R} or {q̄L, l!R , l+R};

• Process 2: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l+L , l!L } or {q̄L, l!L , l+L } or {qL, l!R , l+R} or {q̄L, l+R , l!R}.

Note that in some of the processes above (FSFS and FSFV), spin information between the

quark and near lepton is lost as they are joined by a scalar. For these chains, processes 1

and 2 give the same distributions.

Treating the propagators of the unstable particles in the zero-width approximation

and neglecting all Standard Model particle masses, we can express the matrix elements
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and neglecting all Standard Model particle masses, we can express the matrix elements
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Figure 2 shows the dilepton mass distribution, dP/d !m2
ll, as a function of !m2

ll for the 6

decay chains under consideration for mass spectra I and II. The analytical equations for the

functions are in appendix B.1. Figures 2 – 12 are plotted as functions of !m2, as opposed to

functions of !m as was done in [4], as this makes it easier to see the functional dependence.
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Figure 2: Dilepton mass distributions for (a) mass spectrum I and (b) mass spectrum II.

We see from figure 2 that, as found in [4], the SFSF (SUSY) and FVFV (UED) decay

chains would be very hard to distinguish on the basis of the dilepton distribution. On the

other hand the FSFS and FVFS cases, where one or both of the UED vector particles is

replaced by a scalar, are characteristically di!erent, as is the chain in which one SUSY

scalar is replaced by a vector (SFVF). Here and in the discussion of subsequent plots, we

shall quantify these initial qualitative observations in section 4.

3.2 Quark and near lepton mass distributions

The quark and near lepton distribution is not experimentally observable as the near and

far leptons cannot be distinguished. We can however measure jet l± mass distributions,

as pointed out in [1]. In order to compute these, we must first calculate the near and far

distributions. These are then combined in section 3.4.

The quark and near lepton invariant mass, mnear
ql , is given in terms of the angle between

the two particles, !!, in the rest frame of particle C:

(mnear
ql )2 =

1

2
(1 ! x)(1 ! y)(1 ! cos !!)m2

D. (3.3)

We then define the rescaled invariant mass

!mnear
ql = mnear

ql /(mnear
ql )max = sin(!!/2). (3.4)

Figure 3 shows the quark and near lepton mass distribution, dP/d(!mnear
ql )2, in process 1

as a function of (!mnear
ql )2 for mass spectra I and II. Figure 4 shows the same thing for process
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for these processes in terms of the mass of A,B,C,D and the three two-particle invariant

masses of the quark plus near lepton, the quark plus far lepton, and the dilepton. It will

be convenient, as in [4], to introduce the mass ratios

x = m2
C/m2

D , y = m2
B/m2

C , z = m2
A/m2

B , (2.1)

so that 0 ! x, y, z ! 1. The resulting formulae for the full spin correlations are given in

appendix A.

To distinguish between the spin assignments, we integrate over two of the indepen-

dent variables and compare the predictions for the observable invariant mass distributions.

Throughout, we will show graphical results for two mass spectra of the unknown particles

A,B,C,D. The first (I) is the MSSM Snowmass point SPS 1a [14], with fairly widely-

spaced masses typical of SUSY. The relevant particles and their masses at this point are

listed in table 2.

A B C D

!̃0
1 ẽR !̃0

2 ũL

96 143 177 537

Table 2: Mass Spectrum I in GeV: Snowmass point SPS 1a.

The second mass spectrum (II), with more nearly degenerate masses considered more

likely in a UED type scenario, is given in table 3, where now the particles involved are

Kaluza-Klein excitations of Standard Model particles. This UED spectrum was calculated

using the formulae for the radiative corrections given in [15] with R!1 = 800 GeV and

!R = 20. Notice that in this scenario particle C decays into left-handed leptons, whereas

spectrum I involves right-handed leptons, as is the case for MSSM point SPS 1a.

A B C D

"" l"L Z" q"L
800 824 851 956

Table 3: Mass Spectrum II in GeV: Calculated in UED with R!1 = 800 GeV.

3. Invariant mass distributions

3.1 Dilepton mass distributions

The dilepton mass, mll, is the same in processes 1 and 2 and is also relatively easy to

measure, making it a potentially powerful tool. It depends only on the B decay angle,

defined as the angle # between the two leptons in the B rest frame, through:

m2
ll =

1

2
x(1 " y)(1 " z)(1 " cos #)m2

D. (3.1)

We define therefore the rescaled dilepton invariant mass

m̂ll = mll/(mll)max = sin(#/2). (3.2)
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Dilepton invariant mass-squared

SUSY
UED } not distinguishable

... but some others are.

Athanasiou, Lester, Smillie, Webber, hep-ph/0605286
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All possible assignments (2)

22

Processes P11 Processes P12

{qL, !!L , !+
L} {q̄L, !+

L , !!L} {qL, !!L , !+
R} {q̄L, !+

L , !!R}
f |cL|2|bL|2|aL|2 f̄ |cL|2|bL|2|aL|2 f |cL|2|bL|2|aR|2 f̄ |cL|2|bL|2|aR|2

{q̄L, !!R, !+
R} {qL, !+

R, !!R} {q̄L, !!R, !+
L} {qL, !+

R, !!L}
f̄ |cL|2|bR|2|aR|2 f |cL|2|bR|2|aR|2 f̄ |cL|2|bR|2|aL|2 f |cL|2|bR|2|aL|2

{qR, !!R, !+
R} {q̄R, !+

R, !!R} {qR, !!R, !+
L} {q̄R, !+

R, !!L}
f |cR|2|bR|2|aR|2 f̄ |cR|2|bR|2|aR|2 f |cR|2|bR|2|aL|2 f̄ |cR|2|bR|2|aL|2

{q̄R, !!L , !+
L} {qR, !+

L , !!L} {q̄R, !!L , !+
R} {qR, !+

L , !!R}
f̄ |cR|2|bL|2|aL|2 f |cR|2|bL|2|aL|2 f̄ |cR|2|bL|2|aR|2 f |cR|2|bL|2|aR|2

{q̄L, !!L , !+
L} {qL, !+

L , !!L} {q̄L, !!L , !+
R} {qL, !+

L , !!R}
f̄ |cL|2|bL|2|aL|2 f |cL|2|bL|2|aL|2 f̄ |cL|2|bL|2|aR|2 f |cL|2|bL|2|aR|2

{qL, !!R, !+
R} {q̄L, !+

R, !!R} {qL, !!R, !+
L} {q̄L, !+

R, !!L}
f |cL|2|bR|2|aR|2 f̄ |cL|2|bR|2|aR|2 f |cL|2|bR|2|aL|2 f̄ |cL|2|bR|2|aL|2

{q̄R, !!R, !+
R} {qR, !+

R, !!R} {q̄R, !!R, !+
L} {qR, !+

R, !!L}
f̄ |cR|2|bR|2|aR|2 f |cR|2|bR|2|aR|2 f̄ |cR|2|bR|2|aL|2 f |cR|2|bR|2|aL|2

{qR, !!L , !+
L} {q̄R, !+

L , !!L} {qR, !!L , !+
R} {q̄R, !+

L , !!R}
f |cR|2|bL|2|aL|2 f̄ |cR|2|bL|2|aL|2 f |cR|2|bL|2|aR|2 f̄ |cR|2|bL|2|aR|2

Processes P21 Processes P22

Table 2: Classification of all possible helicity combinations contributing to the process of Fig. 1.
The combinations shown in blue have been previously considered in [20–22]. The combinations shown
in red are being considered here for the first time. Under each helicity combination, we also show the
associated prefactor contributing to K(p)

IJ in eq. (2.1).

2.3 Invariant mass distributions

In principle, there are 9 invariant mass distributions that we can form:

!

dN

dm̂2
q!±n

"

S

=
1

2

2
#

I=1

2
#

J=1

K(q!±n )
IJ (f,"a,"b,"c)F

(j!n)
S;IJ (m̂2

q!±n
;x, y, z) , (2.3)

!
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"

S
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2

2
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I=1

2
#

J=1
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S;IJ (m̂2

q̄!±n
;x, y, z) , (2.4)
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2
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2
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J=1

K
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IJ (f,"a,"b,"c)F
(j!f )
S;IJ (m̂2

q̄!±f
;x, y, z) , (2.6)

(

dN

dm̂2
!!

)

S

=
1

2

2
#

I=1

2
#

J=1

K(!!)
IJ (f,"a,"b,"c)F

(!!)
S;IJ(m̂2

!!;x, y, z) , (2.7)

where the factor of 1
2 on the right hand side was introduced for future convenience. Note
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Figure 4: Dilepton invariant mass distributions (L+−

S ). The solid (magenta) line in each plot repre-
sents the input dilepton distribution from our simulated “data”, for each of the 6 spin configurations:
a) SFSF; b) FSFS; c) FSFV; d) FVFS; e) FVFV; f) SFVF. The other (dotted or dashed) lines are our
best fits to this data, for each of the remaining 5 spin configurations from Table 1. The color code is
the following. If the trial model fits the input data perfectly, we use a dashed (green) line. If the fit
fails to match the input data, we use (color-coded) dotted lines. The best fit value of ! for each case
is also shown, except for cases where it is left undetermined (NA).

– 37 –

Burns, Kong, Matchev, Park, 0808.2472

Data Can this data be fitted by model

from SFSF FSFS FSFV FVFS FVFV SFVF

SFSF yes no no no no no

FSFS no yes maybe no no no

FSFV no yes yes no no no

FVFS no no no yes maybe no

FVFV no no no yes yes no

SFVF no no no no no yes

Table 5: Expected outcomes from our spin discrimination analysis, barring numerical accidents due
to very special mass spectra. The two cases labelled “maybe” correspond to the potential confusion
of an FSFS (FVFS) chain with an FSFV (FVFV) chain, which occurs only for a certain range of the
model-dependent parameters – see eqs. (4.29) and (4.40, 4.41).

examples in Sec. 5.5. In addition, eq. (4.19) provides a restriction on the allowed range

of values for the particle-antiparticle fraction f at the LHC.

Having summarised the main steps of our method, we are ready to compare it to other

approaches for spin measurements which already exist in the literature. In principle, no single

method is universally applicable, therefore the availability of di!erent and complementary

techniques is an important virtue. Which method ends up being most successful in practice,

will depend on the specific new physics scenario that we may encounter. With those caveats,

we should point out some features of our method which are likely to make it relevant and

successful, if a missing energy signal of new physics is seen at the LHC and/or the Tevatron.

• Many of the existing techniques for spin determinations (see, for example, [30,31,45,46])

have been originally developed in the context of lepton colliders, where the total center

of mass energy in each event is known. Consequently, at hadron colliders, those meth-

ods are applicable only if the events can be fully reconstructed. In new physics scenarios

with dark matter WIMPs, this appears to be rather challenging, since there are two in-

visible WIMP particles escaping the detector. In some special circumstances, where two

su"ciently long decay chains can be identified in the event, full reconstruction might be

possible [10–12], but in any case, this appears to require very large data samples. In con-

trast, our method relies on invariant mass distributions, which are frame-independent,

and we do not need to have the event fully reconstructed. Furthermore, the event re-

construction techniques currently being discussed rely on the pair-production of two

heavy particles, both of which decay visibly to the lightest WIMP. Our method, on the

other hand, does not require the presence of two separate decay chains in the event,

and can be in principle also applied to the associated production of a WIMP with only

one other heavy partner.

• The invariant mass distributions L+!, S+! and D+! that we propose to analyse, are

the basic starting point for any precision study of new physics parameters. In the past

– 50 –

Allowing  arbitrary mixtures of L and R couplings:

Dilepton invariant mass-squared
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Dislepton production

with Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) and Kaluza-Klein (KK) parity [1] could
have very similar collider phenomenology to supersymmetric model [2].

The minimal version of UED predicts that for each SM particle there should be

a tower of Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations. KK parity means that particles with odd
KK-number, such as the first excited state of any SM particle can only be produced
in pairs. It also ensures that the lightest KK particle must be stable, in the same way

as R-parity does for supersymmetry. Distinguishing between SUSY and UED could
therefore be a di!cult problem, since both models predict TeV-scale pair-produced

particles which decay through cascades with Standard Model couplings, with the
eventual production of a pair of invisible daughters (LSP or LKP).

While other measurements might be indicative [3, 4], the property which will a
give conclusive answer as to whether we are observing SUSY or UED is the spin of

the excited particles.

Recently some progress has been made towards spin-determination of supersym-
metric particles at the LHC. The method, suggested in [5] and investigated in [3,6,7],

involved measurement of the lepton charge asymmetry in !q invariant mass distribu-
tions in the cascade decay,

q̃L ! "̃0
2 qL ! l̃±R l! qL . (1.1)

That measurement was shown to have sensitivity to the spin of the "̃0
2. While it was

comforting to see that the LHC can have sensitivity to sparticle spins, the caveat

is that in some parts of parameter space, the decay chain eq. 1.1 is kinematically
forbidden or has a small branching ratio. This makes it important to investigate

other channels and other particles for which the LHC experiments could measure
spin.

In this paper we present a new method for measuring slepton spin at the LHC.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce an angular variable

cos #"ll, and show that it is sensitive to the production polar angle in slepton pair pro-
duction. Our supersymmetric test points, Monte Carlo event generator and detector

simulation are described in section 3. In section 3.1 we identify an event selec-
tion and demonstrate that it can cleanly isolate the signal process. Results showing
the experimentally-measurable angular distributions and luminosity requirements are

shown in section 3.2. In section 4 we discuss the main systematic uncertainties and
some methods for reducing them. Our conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. Angular distributions, and cos #"ll

In this paper we investigate the supersymmetric process,

qq̄ ! Z0/$ ! !̃+!̃# ! "̃0
1!

+ "̃0
1!

# , (2.1)
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Figure 2: 2-dimensional plots showing the correlation between our dilepton angular vari-

able, cos !!ll, (y-axes) and the cosine of the production angle of the parent sleptons (a) or

KK-leptons (b) in the center of mass frame (x-axes). Darker regions correspond to larger

numbers of events, the normalisation being arbitrary. The mass spectrum is that of SUSY

point S5.

and because invisible particles are produced, the center of mass frame of the parton-
parton interaction cannot be recovered from the final state.

To make a spin measurement at a hadron collider, we propose a variable which

is a function only of the pseudorapidity di!erence between the final state leptons,
"!!+!! . The advantage of di!erences in rapidity is that they are independant of the

longitudinal boost. The leptons are highly relativistic, so we can use their pseudo-
rapidities as a very good approximation to their true rapidities. By using a function

only of "!!+!!, we no longer have to face the problem of determining the center-
of-mass frame along the beam direction. The inter-lepton pseudorapdity di!erence,
"!!+!! , is also sensitive to the slepton production angle. The reasons are the same

reasons as for the lepton angular distributions – the leptons ‘inherit’ some knowledge
of the rapidity of their slepton or KK-lepton parents. Lepton pairs from slepton pair

decay will therefore be on average less separated in pseudorapidty than those coming
from particles produced according to the corresponding phase-space or Kaluza Klein
production angular distributions.

To allow a more direct comparison with the production distributions, rather than
using "!!+!! directly, we propose the angular variable

cos "!ll ≡ cos
(

2 tan"1 exp("!!+!!/2)
)

= tanh("!!+!!/2) . (2.6)

This variable, like "!!+!!, has the benefit of being longitudinally boost invariant,

but also has a simpler geometrical interpretation: cos "!ll is the cosine of the polar
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of-mass frame along the beam direction. The inter-lepton pseudorapdity di!erence,
"!!+!! , is also sensitive to the slepton production angle. The reasons are the same

reasons as for the lepton angular distributions – the leptons ‘inherit’ some knowledge
of the rapidity of their slepton or KK-lepton parents. Lepton pairs from slepton pair

decay will therefore be on average less separated in pseudorapidty than those coming
from particles produced according to the corresponding phase-space or Kaluza Klein
production angular distributions.

To allow a more direct comparison with the production distributions, rather than
using "!!+!! directly, we propose the angular variable

cos "!ll ! cos
!

2 tan"1 exp("!!+!!/2)
"

= tanh("!!+!!/2) . (2.6)

This variable, like "!!+!!, has the benefit of being longitudinally boost invariant,

but also has a simpler geometrical interpretation: cos "!ll is the cosine of the polar

4

where throughout this paper ! is understood to mean electron or muon only. Since
sleptons are scalars, the angluar distribution for Drell-Yan slepton pair production

is
!

d"

d cos #!

"

SUSY

! 1 " cos2 #! (2.2)

where #! is the angle between the incoming quark in one of the protons and the pro-
duced slepton. Slepton pair production via gauge boson fusion [8] is not considered
here, but it would become important for sleptons with masses greater than about

300 " 400 GeV. For comparison we use a pure phase space distribution,
!

d"

d cos #!

"

PS

! constant . (2.3)

The phase space distribution does not correspond to any physical model, but does
provide a convenient benchmark against which to compare the SUSY distribution.

We also compare against the UED equiv-
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Figure 1: Production angular distribu-

tions, dp
d cos !! , for scalar sleptons (SUSY),

spin-1
2KK leptons UED and pure phase

space (PS). The mass spectrum for the

UED distribution is that of SUSY point S5

(see section 3).

alent of eq. 2.1,

qq̄ # Z0/$ # !+
1 !"1 # $1 !+$1 !" . (2.4)

which has the characteristic distribution
for spin-1

2 KK leptons:

!

d"

d cos #!

"

UED

! 1+

!

E2
"1
" M2

"1

E2
"1

+ M2
"1

"

cos2 #! ,

(2.5)
where E"1 and M"1 are the energy and mass
respectively of the KK leptons in the center-

of-mass frame. The three di!erent pro-
duction angular distributions are shown graph-

ically in fig. 1.
The di!erent angular distributions pro-

vide a mechanism for determining the heavy

particle spin. Excited leptons (selptons or
KK-leptons) which are produced significantly above threshold will have decays which

are boosted in the lab frame. This means that a pair of leptons from slepton decays
(eq. 2.2) should be on average less widely separated in polar angle than the pair from

phase space (eq. 2.3) or KK-lepton pair production (eq. 2.5).
It has already been suggested [9, 10] that the final state lepton angular distri-

butions could be used at a future high-energy e+e" linear collider to distinguish

between UED and SUSY models. With a proton-proton collider such as the LHC,
it is not possible to measure the lepton angluar distributions in the parton-parton

center-of-mass frame – the initial z-momenta of the incoming partons are not known,

3

(neglects KKlepton polarisation)
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Dislepton production (2)
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Figure 5: The points show the cos θ!ll distribution for the S5 signal sample ("̃+"̃" !

χ̃0
1"

+ χ̃0
1"

") after an integrated luminosity of 200 fb"1. The lines show the predictions for

angular distributions according to supersymmetry (solid black line, eq. 2.2), phase space

(dotted blue line, eq. 2.3), and universal extra dimensions (dashed red line, eq. 2.5). The

error bars on the data show the statistical uncerainty on: inner error bar: SUSY signal

only; intermediate error bar: inclusive SUSY with the SUSY background subtracted; outer

error: inclusive SUSY with both the SUSY and the SM backgrounds subtracted. The

narrow shaded band around the SUSY expectation shows how it is modified when the

sparticle masses are simultaneously changed for all sparticles by ±20 GeV, as described in

section 4.4. Systematic uncertainties in the SUSY and SM background subtraction are not

included here, but are discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3.

space one or the UED-like one. This means cos !!ll does indeed measure the spin of
the sleptons for this point.

In fig. 6 we present the statistical separation expected for our test points (S5

and the Snowmass points) as a function of integrated luminosity. The significance
indicated is shows the gaussian-equivalent significance of each of two tests:

1. A test comparing the SUSY angular distribution (eq. 2.2) to the phase space
one (eq. 2.3) – demonstrating that there is sensitivity to spin in the dynamics;

and separately,

2. A test comparing the SUSY angular distribution to the UED-like one (eq. 2.5)

10

Outer error bars:  after SUSY & SM background subtraction
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Figure 6: The expected statistical significance for discriminating SUSY from UED (solid

lines), or SUSY from phase space (dashed lines) for our SUSY test points, as a function of

integrated luminsity. Statistical uncertainties are included for the signal, the SUSY back-

ground from slepton-pair to gaugino (other than !̃0
1) and the Standard Model backgrounds

in fig. 4. For each test point the the solid line (SUSY vs UED) always requires lower

luminosity.

– showing discrimination between two physically-motivated models.

In both cases we have used a discriminant which is symmetrical in the hypotheses
under test. The discriminant accounts for the fact that, because the normalisation of

the distribution is fixed, the data in the bins are correlated. The events were counted
in large statistics samples after the cuts had been applied and include the statistical
uncertainty from the SUSY and SM background and the slepton to gaugino (other

than !̃0
1) background subtraction, but none of the other systematic uncertainties

discussed in section 4.

Starting with the worst case, SPS2 (from the cosmological ‘focus point’ region)
has > 1 TeV mass sleptons, and such a small cross-section for direct slepton pro-

duction that no spin measurement (or indeed any other direct slepton production
measurement) is possible for this point. It is not included in fig. 6.

SPS6 (also not on fig. 6) also presents a di!cult experimental case, but for a
quite di"erent reason. This point has non-universal gaugino masses, with the !̃0

1

more massive than would be the case with universal gauginos. Despite its large

11

Significance strongly dependent on mass spectrum
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Disleptons at CLIC
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Figure 3: Di!erential cross-section d!/d cos "µ for UED (blue, top) and supersymmetry (red,
bottom) as a function of the muon scattering angle "µ. The figure on the left shows the ISR-
corrected theoretical prediction. The two figures on the right in addition include the e!ects of event
selection, beamstrahlung and detector resolution and acceptance. The left (right) panel is for the
case of UED (supersymmetry). The data points are the combined signal and background events,
while the yellow-shaded histogram is the signal only.

Distributions (4.2) and (4.3) are su"ciently distinct to discriminate the two cases.

However, the polar angles " of the original KK-muons and smuons are not directly observ-

able and the production polar angles "µ of the final state muons are measured instead. But

as long as the mass di!erences Mµ1 ! M!1 and Mµ̃ ! M"̃0
1

respectively remain small, the

muon directions are well correlated with those of their parents (see Figure 3a). In Fig. 3b

we show the same comparison after detector simulation and including the SM background.

The angular distributions are well distinguishable also when accounting for these e!ects.

By performing a #2 fit to the normalised polar angle distribution, the UED scenario con-

sidered here could be distinguished from the MSSM, on the sole basis of the distribution

shape, with 350 fb!1 of data at
"

s = 3 TeV.

4.2 Threshold scans

At the e+e! linear collider, the muon excitation masses can be accurately determined

through an energy scan of the onset of the pair production threshold. This study not only

determines the masses, but also confirms the particle nature. In fact the cross sections for

the UED processes rise at threshold # $ while in supersymmetry their threshold onset is

# $3, where $ is the particle velocity.

Since the collision energy can be tuned at properly chosen values, the power rise of the

cross section can be tested and the masses of the particles involved measured. We have

studied such threshold scan for the e+e! $ µ+
1 µ!

1 $ µ+µ!%1%1 process at
"

s = 1 TeV,

for the same parameters as in Table 1. We account for the anticipated CLIC centre-of-mass

energy spread induced both by the energy spread in the CLIC linac and by beam-beam

e!ects during collisions. This been obtained from the detailed GuineaPig beam simulation

– 8 –

Battaglia, Datta, DeRoeck, Kong,
Matchev, hep-ph/0502041, 0507084

Figure 9: The same as Fig. 3 (left panel), but for KK electron production e+e! ! e+
1 e!1 , with !e

being the electron scattering angle.

choose a supersymmetric spectrum with selectron mass parameters as in Table 2. This

guarantees matching mass spectra in the two cases (UED and supersymmetry) so that any

differences in the angular distributions should be attributed to the different spins.

Unlike Fig. 3, where the underlying shapes of the angular distributions were very

distinctive (see eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)), the main effect in Fig. 9 is the uniform enhancement of

the forward scattering cross-section, which tends to wash out the spin correlations exhibited

in Fig. 3.

5.2 Kaluza-Klein quarks

Level 1 KK quarks will be produced in s-channel via diagrams similar to those exhibited in

Fig. 1. The corresponding production cross-sections are shown in Fig. 10, as a function of

R!1. We show separately the cases of the SU(2)W doublets uD
1 and dD

1 and the SU(2)W
singlets uS

1 and dS
1 . In the minimal UED model, the KK fermion doublets are somewhat

heavier than the KK fermion singlets [12], so naturally, the production cross-sections for

uD
1 and dD

1 cut off at a smaller value of R!1. Since singlet production is only mediated

by U(1) hypercharge interactions, the singlet production cross-sections tend to be smaller.

We notice that uS
1 ūS

1 is larger by a factor of 22 compared to dS
1 d̄S

1 , in accordance with the

usual quark hypercharge assignments.

The observable signals will be different in the case of SU(2)W doublets and SU(2)W
singlets. The singlets, uS

1 and dS
1 , decay directly to the LKP "1, and the corresponding

signature will be 2 jets and missing energy. The jet angular distribution will again be

indicative of the KK quark spin, and can be used to discriminate against (right-handed)

squark production in supersymmetry, following the procedure outlined in section 4.1. The

jet energy distribution will again exhibit endpoints, which will in principle allow for the

mass measurements discussed in section 4.4. A threshold scan of the cross-section will pro-

– 14 –

Detector level

UED: Bhattacharya, Dey, Kundu, 
Raychaudhuri, hep-ph/0502031
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Azimuthal correlations in e+e

26

are

e+e! ! µ̃+
R µ̃!

R ! (µ+!̃0
1)(µ

!!̃0
1) ! µ+µ! "E, (2)

e+e! ! µ+
R1µ

!
R1 ! (µ+"1)(µ

!"1) ! µ+µ! "E. (3)

Both generate the same experimental signatures µ+µ! "E with large missing energy.

Figure 1: The definition of the polar angles #"± of the visible particle f± momentum in the rest
frame of the decaying particle F± and of the correlated azimuthal angle $ between two decay planes
formed in the correlated production-decay process X ! F!F+ ! (f!!)(f+!) in the rest frame of
the X = {e+e!} system, corresponding to the e+e! c.m. frame for the processes considered in this
report. Here, X = {e+e!} denotes any single- or multiple-particle intermediate state formed in
e+e! annihilation. Note that $ is invariant under the Lorentz boost along the F± flight direction.

The characteristic observables for measuring spin of the particles F± through the process (1)
are the angular distributions of the final-state particles f± in the F± decays, encoding the helic-
ities of the F± states. We denote the polar angles of the particles f± in the rest frames of the
F± particles by #"±, and the azimuthal angles by $"

± with respect to the production plane defined
by the e! and F! momentum directions, respectively. Then the angle $ with its range [0, 2%]
between the two decay planes (see Fig. 1) is the azimuthal angle defined by the angle di!erence
$ # $"

+ $ $"
! (mod 2%) invariant under any Lorentz boost along the F± flight direction.

If we label the F± helicities by &± and &#
±, the joint production-decay distribution reads:

W (Ecm;"; #"±,$"
±) =

j
!

!±,!!
±=!j

P!"!+

!!
"!!

+

(Ecm,")D!
!"!!

"
(#"!,$"

!)D+
!+!!

+

(#"+,$"
+), (4)

where Ecm is the e+e! c.m. energy and " is the production angle of F! with respect to the e!

direction, and j is the spin of the particle F±. The production density matrix P is defined in terms
of the helicity amplitudes T of the process e+e! ! F+F! for unpolarized beams by

P!"!+

!!
"!!

+

=
!

"±=±1/2

T"""+;!"!+
T "

"""+;!!
"!!

+
, (5)

where '± is the e± helicity, and each F± decay density matrix D± has a simple azimuthal-angle
dependence of a pure kinematical origin as

D±
!±!!

±
(#"±,$"

±) = D±
!±!!

±
(#"±) e$i(!±!!!

±)##
± , (6)

3

Figure 2: An illustration for the relation !F = 2"!!T between the true and false azimuthal angle
di!erences, !T = ! and !F , leading to the equality: cos !F = cos !T = cos !. The dashed-line
circles are the circles projected on a sphere of a unit radius (centered on the e+e! interaction)
of two cones satisfying the relation (10). The solid black dots indicate two solutions for the F±

direction and the unit vector n̂± stands for the f± direction.

even if all particle masses are known. In [11] it was shown that this ambiguity could obscure the
helicity information in !±, curtailing their use as measurements of spin. Nevertheless, the cosine
of the azimuthal angle ! is unambiguously determined by measuring the f± four-momenta event
by event. To prove this important point analytically, let the pair produced particles F± and the
invisible particle # have mass m± and m0 and denote the f± flight direction in the laboratory
frame by a unit vector n̂±, respectively. Then, the opening angles $± between the visible f± tracks
and the parent F± particles in the laboratory frame can be determined from the relation

m2
± ! m2

0 = Ecm Ef±

!

1 !
"

1 ! 4m2
±/E2

cm cos $±

#

, (10)

defining two cones about the f+ and f! axes which intersect in two lines - the true F± flight
direction and a false direction. True and false solutions are mirrored on the plane spanned by the
f+ and f! flight directions, leading to the relation !T = 2" ! !F = ! between the true and false
values, !T and !F , of the azimuthal angle ! (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the cosine of the azimuthal
angle is uniquely determined and its expression is given by the simple expression:

cos ! = (n̂+ · n̂! + cos $+ cos $!)/ sin $+ sin $!, (11)

expressed in terms of the unit vectors, n̂±, and the opening angles, $±.

Two cosines, cos(na!) and cos(nb!), for any integers na and nb, are functions of cos ! and orthog-
onal to each other for na "= nb. Therefore, we can project out all the coe!cients Ak (k = 1, . . . , 2j)
by fitting the expression of (1/C) dC/d! in Eq. (8) to the distribution measured experimentally.

For a numerical demonstration of this spin-determination method, we compare the correlated
azimuthal-angle ! distribution of the SUSY process (2) with that of the UED process (3) in a
specific scenario, which we will simply call “BCMM” for convenience in the following, with the
particle mass spectrum,

BCMM : m± = mµ̃±
R

= mµ±
R1

= 200GeV and m0 = m!̃0
1

= m"1
= 50GeV. (12)

5

We stress that the mass spectrum is chosen only as a simple illustrative example for SUSY and
UED models with di!erent spins but similar final states and so the spin-determination method
demonstrated here can, in principle, be exploited equally for any other scenarios beyond as well as
within the SM.
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Figure 3: (a) The c.m. energy dependence of the production cross sections for smuons and KK
muons; and (b) the normalized azimuthal-angle distribution (2!/C)dC/d" in the BCMM scenario
with Ecm = 450 GeV. The solid (dashed) line is the distribution without (with) the rapidity cut on
the µ± directions and the total missing momentum, |#| < 2.5.

The total c.m. energy at the ILC is expected to reach up to 1 TeV, and an integrated luminosity
of 500 fb!1 is not unrealistic. For the mass spectra chosen, we expect several thousand to several
hundreds of thousands of events available as shown in Fig. 3(a). [At high energies we note that the
µ±

R1 scalar cross section scales in the same way as the µ̃±
R spinor cross section, but with a coe"cient

4 times as large due to di!erences in the number of spin degrees of freedom, as familiar from QED
processes.]

To simulate the e!ects of experimental cuts which are unavoidable due to the geometry of the
detector, we place cuts on the pseudo-rapidity of the µ± directions and the total missing momen-
tum: |#| < 2.5, as otherwise the leptons would vanish unseen down the beam and the missing
momentum is not guaranteed to be carried away by the invisible $ particles. Two representative
distributions for scalar and spinors (both with and without rapidity cuts) are shown in Fig. 3(b).
The SUSY distribution is flat and the UED distribution has a clear cos " dependence above a flat
distribution, as expected. Furthermore, the rapidity cut reduces the total number of events by
about 2% but hardly modifies the correlated azimuthal-angle distribution. It is therefore apparent
even at this level of analysis that the non-trivial correlated azimuthal-angle distribution contains
the spin-1/2 information of the KK muon, µ±

R1.

Using the least-square method we fit the generated distributions to (1+A1 cos "+A2 cos 2")/2!
after placing the cut on the pseudo-rapidities of the %± and the total missing momentum. Only
the coe"cient A1 for the scalar µ̃R and spinor µR1 are shown in Fig. 4, because the coe"cient

6
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Gluino spin determination
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Figure 1: The transverse momentum spectra for the bottom
jets in the gluino decay. The tagged bottom jets are ordered
according to their appearance (near/far) in the gluon decay
chain and according to their transverse momentum.

Our possible signal processes are

pp ! g̃g̃ ! jjbb̄!+!! + /pT

pp ! q̃g̃ ! jbb̄!+!! + /pT (8)

where ! stands for electrons and muons, which can in
principle come from tau decays. In the following, the as-
sociated q̃g̃ channel is not included unless we explicitly
state this. The dominant Standard Model background is
obviously tt̄+jets. For the parameter point SPS1a both
b jets are hard (c.f. Fig. 1), so we do not expect any
complication identifying the gluino cascade. If we were
to extend our analysis to the associated production with
another long cascade, we could use the mixed–flavor sam-
ple to avoid combinatorial backgrounds.

In some scenarios, like in SPS1a, the mass hierarchy
has a favorable impact on the momentum of the jets ra-
diated o! the decay cascade. In Fig. 1 we see that just
picking the harder of the two bottom jets we can distin-
guish between ‘near’ (gluino decay) and ‘far’ (sbottom
decay) jet on an event–by–event basis, to construct an
asymmetry. However, for most of our analysis we choose
to ignore this spectrum dependent approach in favor of
the general method of distinguishing b and b̄ jets by the
lepton charge in the b/b̄ tag.

The lighter of the two sbottoms and sleptons dom-
inate the long gluino decay chain, but in our numeri-
cal analysis we always include all scalar mass eigenstates
i.e. we include intermediate b̃1,2 as well as !̃1,2 and "̃1,2 in
the cascade. True o!-shell SUSY e!ects will be strongly
suppressed [19]. The contribution of the heavier sbot-
tom b̃2 " b̃R to the gluino decay width is roughly five
times smaller than the b̃1 " b̃L contribution. The lep-
tonic " decays we compute in the collinear approximation
(m! # pT,! ).

For the parton–level decay chains we include the UED
spectrum in Madgraph [20] and use Smadgraph [19] for

the SUSY simulation. This way we correctly treat all
spin correlations. All final–state momenta are smeared
to simulate detector e!ects. After including a 60% b-
tagging e"ciency, b and b̄ can be distinguished by the lep-
ton charge in semileptonic decays (22% branching ratio
times 80% lepton detection e"ciency) with a 30% mistag
probability [21]. When the tagging algorithm yields bb or
b̄b̄ we discard the events. These detector e!ects yield an
additional 0.11 dilution factor for the signal.

The gluino signal can be extracted using the basic ac-
ceptance cuts:

pT,b > 50 GeV pT," > 10 GeV

pmin
T,j > 40 GeV pmax

T,j > 150 GeV

|#i| < 2.4 #Rik > 0.4 (i, k = b, j, !) (9)

For the associated q̃g̃ production we require the single
jet from the squark decay to pass the pmax

T,j cut. This
selection of cuts leaves us with 10 fb of signal cross sec-
tion from gluino pairs. To reduce the Standard Model
backgrounds we apply the additional rejection cuts:

m"" < 80 GeV Me! > 450 GeV mjj < 300 GeV
(10)

where Me! = pTj,1
+ pTj,2

+ /pT . After this additional cut
our gluino–pair sample is 8.6 fb, with a tt̄jj background
of 34 fb. The associated q̃g̃ production channel yields
a rate (85 pb) about ten times larger than the gluino
pair sample while the Standard Model tt̄j background
to this channel is 23 fb after cuts, which means that
both channels together range around S/B " 1 [20, 22].
Our Standard Model and SUSY backgrounds originate
from wrongly combined and therefore uncorrelated lep-
tons from independent decays. An e"cient way to elim-
inate these backgrounds beyond the level S/B " 1 is
to subtract the measured opposite flavor dileptons from
the same flavor dileptons [23]. Because the precise pre-
diction of the remaining small backgrounds is beyond the
scope of this paper we will not include SUSY or Standard
Model backgrounds in our analysis.

In the two first panels of Fig. 2 we show the distribu-
tions for the bottom–lepton invariant masses, both for
the SUSY case and for the UED cascade. To avoid using
any information but the spin we assume the SPS1a spec-
trum for the UED particles and normalize their produc-
tion cross section times branching fractions to the SUSY
rate. Because we set the masses equal for the two inter-
pretations (to make the two scenarios indistinguishable
in the usual kinematic analysis of edges and thresholds)
all additional information in the shape of mb" should be
equivalent to angular correlations. The two mass distri-
butions are similar, both for the two lepton charges and
for the SUSY vs. UED interpretations. Notwithstanding,
we can construct a particularly sensitive asymmetry for
each of the two interpretations

A±(mb") =
d$/dmb"+ $ d$/dmb"!

d$/dmb"+ + d$/dmb"!
(11)
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For a long time it has been known that the like–sign dilepton signature can help establish the
existence of a gluino at the LHC. To unambiguously claim that we see a strongly interacting Ma-
jorana fermion — which we could call a gluino — we need to prove that it is indeed a fermion.
We propose how to extract this information from a di!erent gluino decay cascade which is also
used to measure its mass. Looking only at angular correlations we distinguish a universal extra
dimensional interpretation assuming a bosonic heavy gluon from supersymmetry with a fermionic
gluino. Assuming a supersymmetric interpretation, we show how the same angular correlations can
be used to study the left–right nature of the sfermions appearing in the decay chain.

A. Introduction

Signals for new physics at hadron colliders largely rely
on the production and decay of strongly interacting new
particles, e.g. in the case of supersymmetry [1] the pro-
duction of squarks and gluinos [2, 3] with their subse-
quent decays. Based on this simple fact, it is obvious
how to inclusively search for these particles: if the light-
est supersymmetric partner is neutral and stable, squarks
and gluinos have to decay to (at least) one or two jets
and missing transverse momentum /pT .

Once we require one charged lepton in the squark or
gluino decay we can start testing properties of SUSY–
QCD: like–sign dileptons can for example be produced
in quark–quark scattering qq ! q̃q̃ via a t–channel
gluino. This process requires fermion–number violating
interactions of the gluino, i.e. it is a sign for the Majo-
rana nature of the t–channel fermion. Like–sign dilep-
tons also appear in gluino pair production qq̄/gg ! g̃g̃,
when the Majorana gluino decays to qq̃! or q̄q̃ and the
squark/antisquark decay yields one definite–charge lep-
ton [4]. The advantage of this SUSY-QCD signature is
that the signal process is strongly interacting, while the
(non-misidentification) backgrounds are multiple W and
Z boson production, i.e. weakly interacting or multi–top
induced. At the LHC pairs of 500 GeV gluinos are co-
piously produced, with cross sections of O(50 pb) (not
counting the large associated q̃g̃ production channel) [3].
Therefore, there is little doubt that we will be able to ex-
tract this like–sign dilepton signature even if its branch-
ing ratio is small.

Motivated by electroweak baryogenesis and its require-
ment for light stops, there is a variation of this like–sign
dilepton signature [5], namely the decay g̃ ! tt̃!1/t̄t̃1 [6].
Because the stop decays t̃ ! b!̃+

1 ! bW+!̃0
1 and t̃ ! t!̃0

1
are irreducible from a top decay, the like–sign dileptons
gluino events will look just like Standard Model tt̄tt̄ pro-
duction, except with an increased rate and possibly dif-
ferent angular correlations.

This recipe for using the like–sign dilepton signature
to show that new physics at the LHC incorporates a

strongly interacting Majorana fermion and is, therefore,
likely to be SUSY–QCD unfortunately has a loop hole. If
the particle responsible for a gluino–like cascade decay is
a boson [7, 8] with an adjoint color charge, the like–sign
dilepton signature will naturally occur: two such bosons
will each decay into either a ‘squark–antisquark’ pair or
even into a simple Standard Model tt̄ pair and thus pro-
duce like–sign dileptons.

To close this loop hole we need to show that the
strongly interacting particle responsible for our like–sign
dilepton events is indeed a fermion. Depending on the
supersymmetric mass spectrum, the gluino mass can be
precisely determined in the (not like–sign dilepton) cas-
cade decay g̃ ! bb̃!1/b̄b̃1, where the light sbottom decays
through the long chain b̃1 ! !̃0

2 ! "̃ ! !̃0
1 [9, 10]. The

two decay chains would then have to be linked by com-
paring their detailed decay kinematics. In the similar
case of a q̃L decay we know how to show that the start-
ing point of that cascade is indeed a scalar [11, 12]. To
do so, the strategy includes a few crucial steps: first,
we assume (and for gluino decays with bottom tags we
know) that all outgoing Standard Model particles in the
cascade decay are fermions. In other words, the interme-
diate particles in the cascade have to alternate between
fermions and bosons. To determine the spin nature of the
heavy SUSY–QCD particle all we have to do is compare
the SUSY cascade with another scenario where the new
intermediate states have the same spin as the Standard
Model particles instead. Such a model are Universal Ex-
tra Dimensions (UED) [7] where each Standard Model
particle has a heavy Kaluza–Klein (KK) partner which
can mimic the SUSY cascade decay, provided the mass
spectra which can be extracted from the decay kinemat-
ics match [8].

There are many observables which we can use to dis-
criminate ‘typical’ UED and SUSY models, like the pro-
duction rate [12], ratios of branching fractions or the mass
spectrum. At the LHC we measure only production cross
sections times branching ratios times e!ciencies with
fairly large errors. In particular in the supersymmetric

Tag b charge asymmetry
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distributions are not as useful as mixed lepton–jet cor-
relations [12]. However, in the gluino decay chain there
is an additional jet, so we can build purely hadronic cor-
relations. This has the advantage of being independent
of the !̃0

2 decay, which can involve not only intermedi-
ate sleptons, but also intermediate gauge bosons or even
three-body decay kinematics.

In general, we expect all spin information to be hidden
in angular correlations. After exploiting the kinematic
endpoints to measure the masses in the cascade decays,
we use the shape of invariant mass distributions as a
Lorentz–invariant formulation of the angles. The only
well defined angles we can observe at the LHC are az-
imuthal angles between for example the two bottom jets,
because they are invariant under boosts in the beam di-
rection. In Fig. 5 we present the distribution d"/d!#bb,
which exhibits a distinct behavior for SUSY and UED de-
cay chains. These two possibilities can be disentangled
through the asymmetry:

"(!"bb < 90o) ! "(!"bb > 90o)

"(!"bb < 90o) + "(!"bb > 90o)
(13)

This asymmetry assumes small values 0.08± 0.02 for the
UED spin assignment with the usual mass–suppressed
mixing angle $(1) " 0. On the other hand, for the SUSY
interpretation it is significantly larger 0.24 ± 0.02. The
quoted errors are statistical errors for the combination of
the gluino–pair and associated gluino–squark production
channels and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. The
UED cross section is as usually normalized to the SUSY
rate.

To estimate the dependence of the !"bb distribution
on the couplings of the sbottom we present this distri-
bution for a purely b̃2 decay chain in the second panel
of Fig. 5. Indeed, !"bb is insensitive to the left–right
couplings of bottom jets to the intermediate SUSY par-
ticles which makes it a robust discriminating observable
for spin correlations. This reflects the scalar nature of
the intermediate sbottom. As a matter of fact, in anal-
ogy with the purely leptonic correlation [12] we find that
the di#erent UED and SUSY behavior shown in Fig. 5 is
mostly due to the boost of the heavy gluino or KK gluon.

According to Sec. B there is not very much room to
modify the UED Lagrangian to bring kinematical cor-
relations closer to the SUSY prediction. The KK weak

mixing angle %(n)
w in Eq. (5) is fixed by the interaction

eigenstates’ masses, so we can not change it while keep-
ing the masses fixed. The coupling structure in the decay
matrix element is of the general kind (L2+R2), as long as
the KK singlet and doublet fermions are close in mass.
The same limitations hold when we try to adjust the
mixing between the singlet and doublet KK fermions, de-
scribed by the angle $(n), Eq. (2). In contrast to the 3rd–
generation sfermion sector in the MSSM, the UED mix-
ing angle is not a (third) free parameter, even if we move
around the masses invoking boundary conditions. Never-
theless, for illustration purpose we vary $(n) in Fig. 5 to

check whether the SUSY !"bb can be reproduced by a
UED decay chain with di#erent couplings to the fermions.
From the two top panels of Fig. 5 we see that the changes
in the UED distribution are not su$cient to mimic the
SUSY predictions.

Our final observable is the average bottom rapidity [13]
&̄bb = (&b + &b̄)/2 which we show in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5. As we can see the bottom jets from gluino
cascades are typically more central than those from the
KK–gluon cascades, however, it is di$cult to discrimi-
nate the SUSY curve from UED on a bin-by-bin basis.
Therefore, we define another asymmetry

"(|&̄bb| < 1.0) ! "(|&̄bb| > 1.0)

"(|&̄bb| < 1.0) + "(|&̄bb| > 1.0)
, (14)

which gives 0.40±0.02 for SUSY and 0.24±0.02 for UED.
These results were obtained using the q̃g̃ and g̃g̃ produc-
tion channels and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1.
As always, we normalize the UED signal to the SUSY
rate.

E. Degenerate UED-type Spectrum

In the analysis above we have made a crucial assump-
tions: a hierarchical spectrum of the new particles re-
sponsible for the cascade decay. In UED, the first KK ex-
citations will tend to be mass degenerate, unless this de-
generacy is broken by boundary conditions for the di#er-
ent fields or by large loop corrections. For the highly de-
generate spectrum listed in Sec. B the outgoing fermions
become very soft and the cross section after cuts de-
creases, which translates into a strongly reduced preci-
sion of our measurements. Moreover, the invariant mass
distributions shown in Fig. 6 lose their characteristic pat-
tern, for the SUSY as well as for the UED prediction [12]
and their associated asymmetries are indistinguishable
within the expected statistical errors. The same is un-
fortunately true for the angular distributions of the b jets.
The hard cuts imposed to separate the signal from tt̄+jets
backgrounds determine completely the shape of angular
distributions and invariant masses in both descriptions.

F. Left and Right Sleptons and Squarks

As we point out in Sec. C the left handed and right
handed coupling of the slepton in the cascade is crucial to
determine the asymmetry in the lepton–bottom invariant
mass. Or (in other words), the same distributions we use
to determine the spin of the cascade we can use to deter-
mine the nature of the squark and slepton appearing in
the cascade. This twofold ambiguity is the major source
of degeneracies in the determination of the MSSM mass
parameters at the LHC [14, 15], and it can be broken by
the shape of mb! or by the variables !#bb̄ and &̄bb̄.
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Figure 1: The transverse momentum spectra for the bottom
jets in the gluino decay. The tagged bottom jets are ordered
according to their appearance (near/far) in the gluon decay
chain and according to their transverse momentum.

Our possible signal processes are

pp ! g̃g̃ ! jjbb̄!+!! + /pT

pp ! q̃g̃ ! jbb̄!+!! + /pT (8)

where ! stands for electrons and muons, which can in
principle come from tau decays. In the following, the as-
sociated q̃g̃ channel is not included unless we explicitly
state this. The dominant Standard Model background is
obviously tt̄+jets. For the parameter point SPS1a both
b jets are hard (c.f. Fig. 1), so we do not expect any
complication identifying the gluino cascade. If we were
to extend our analysis to the associated production with
another long cascade, we could use the mixed–flavor sam-
ple to avoid combinatorial backgrounds.

In some scenarios, like in SPS1a, the mass hierarchy
has a favorable impact on the momentum of the jets ra-
diated o! the decay cascade. In Fig. 1 we see that just
picking the harder of the two bottom jets we can distin-
guish between ‘near’ (gluino decay) and ‘far’ (sbottom
decay) jet on an event–by–event basis, to construct an
asymmetry. However, for most of our analysis we choose
to ignore this spectrum dependent approach in favor of
the general method of distinguishing b and b̄ jets by the
lepton charge in the b/b̄ tag.

The lighter of the two sbottoms and sleptons dom-
inate the long gluino decay chain, but in our numeri-
cal analysis we always include all scalar mass eigenstates
i.e. we include intermediate b̃1,2 as well as !̃1,2 and "̃1,2 in
the cascade. True o!-shell SUSY e!ects will be strongly
suppressed [19]. The contribution of the heavier sbot-
tom b̃2 " b̃R to the gluino decay width is roughly five
times smaller than the b̃1 " b̃L contribution. The lep-
tonic " decays we compute in the collinear approximation
(m! # pT,! ).

For the parton–level decay chains we include the UED
spectrum in Madgraph [20] and use Smadgraph [19] for

the SUSY simulation. This way we correctly treat all
spin correlations. All final–state momenta are smeared
to simulate detector e!ects. After including a 60% b-
tagging e"ciency, b and b̄ can be distinguished by the lep-
ton charge in semileptonic decays (22% branching ratio
times 80% lepton detection e"ciency) with a 30% mistag
probability [21]. When the tagging algorithm yields bb or
b̄b̄ we discard the events. These detector e!ects yield an
additional 0.11 dilution factor for the signal.

The gluino signal can be extracted using the basic ac-
ceptance cuts:

pT,b > 50 GeV pT," > 10 GeV

pmin
T,j > 40 GeV pmax

T,j > 150 GeV

|#i| < 2.4 #Rik > 0.4 (i, k = b, j, !) (9)

For the associated q̃g̃ production we require the single
jet from the squark decay to pass the pmax

T,j cut. This
selection of cuts leaves us with 10 fb of signal cross sec-
tion from gluino pairs. To reduce the Standard Model
backgrounds we apply the additional rejection cuts:

m"" < 80 GeV Me! > 450 GeV mjj < 300 GeV
(10)

where Me! = pTj,1
+ pTj,2

+ /pT . After this additional cut
our gluino–pair sample is 8.6 fb, with a tt̄jj background
of 34 fb. The associated q̃g̃ production channel yields
a rate (85 pb) about ten times larger than the gluino
pair sample while the Standard Model tt̄j background
to this channel is 23 fb after cuts, which means that
both channels together range around S/B " 1 [20, 22].
Our Standard Model and SUSY backgrounds originate
from wrongly combined and therefore uncorrelated lep-
tons from independent decays. An e"cient way to elim-
inate these backgrounds beyond the level S/B " 1 is
to subtract the measured opposite flavor dileptons from
the same flavor dileptons [23]. Because the precise pre-
diction of the remaining small backgrounds is beyond the
scope of this paper we will not include SUSY or Standard
Model backgrounds in our analysis.

In the two first panels of Fig. 2 we show the distribu-
tions for the bottom–lepton invariant masses, both for
the SUSY case and for the UED cascade. To avoid using
any information but the spin we assume the SPS1a spec-
trum for the UED particles and normalize their produc-
tion cross section times branching fractions to the SUSY
rate. Because we set the masses equal for the two inter-
pretations (to make the two scenarios indistinguishable
in the usual kinematic analysis of edges and thresholds)
all additional information in the shape of mb" should be
equivalent to angular correlations. The two mass distri-
butions are similar, both for the two lepton charges and
for the SUSY vs. UED interpretations. Notwithstanding,
we can construct a particularly sensitive asymmetry for
each of the two interpretations

A±(mb") =
d$/dmb"+ $ d$/dmb"!

d$/dmb"+ + d$/dmb"!
(11)
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Figure 1: The transverse momentum spectra for the bottom
jets in the gluino decay. The tagged bottom jets are ordered
according to their appearance (near/far) in the gluon decay
chain and according to their transverse momentum.

Our possible signal processes are

pp ! g̃g̃ ! jjbb̄!+!! + /pT

pp ! q̃g̃ ! jbb̄!+!! + /pT (8)

where ! stands for electrons and muons, which can in
principle come from tau decays. In the following, the as-
sociated q̃g̃ channel is not included unless we explicitly
state this. The dominant Standard Model background is
obviously tt̄+jets. For the parameter point SPS1a both
b jets are hard (c.f. Fig. 1), so we do not expect any
complication identifying the gluino cascade. If we were
to extend our analysis to the associated production with
another long cascade, we could use the mixed–flavor sam-
ple to avoid combinatorial backgrounds.

In some scenarios, like in SPS1a, the mass hierarchy
has a favorable impact on the momentum of the jets ra-
diated o! the decay cascade. In Fig. 1 we see that just
picking the harder of the two bottom jets we can distin-
guish between ‘near’ (gluino decay) and ‘far’ (sbottom
decay) jet on an event–by–event basis, to construct an
asymmetry. However, for most of our analysis we choose
to ignore this spectrum dependent approach in favor of
the general method of distinguishing b and b̄ jets by the
lepton charge in the b/b̄ tag.

The lighter of the two sbottoms and sleptons dom-
inate the long gluino decay chain, but in our numeri-
cal analysis we always include all scalar mass eigenstates
i.e. we include intermediate b̃1,2 as well as !̃1,2 and "̃1,2 in
the cascade. True o!-shell SUSY e!ects will be strongly
suppressed [19]. The contribution of the heavier sbot-
tom b̃2 " b̃R to the gluino decay width is roughly five
times smaller than the b̃1 " b̃L contribution. The lep-
tonic " decays we compute in the collinear approximation
(m! # pT,! ).

For the parton–level decay chains we include the UED
spectrum in Madgraph [20] and use Smadgraph [19] for

the SUSY simulation. This way we correctly treat all
spin correlations. All final–state momenta are smeared
to simulate detector e!ects. After including a 60% b-
tagging e"ciency, b and b̄ can be distinguished by the lep-
ton charge in semileptonic decays (22% branching ratio
times 80% lepton detection e"ciency) with a 30% mistag
probability [21]. When the tagging algorithm yields bb or
b̄b̄ we discard the events. These detector e!ects yield an
additional 0.11 dilution factor for the signal.

The gluino signal can be extracted using the basic ac-
ceptance cuts:

pT,b > 50 GeV pT," > 10 GeV

pmin
T,j > 40 GeV pmax

T,j > 150 GeV

|#i| < 2.4 #Rik > 0.4 (i, k = b, j, !) (9)

For the associated q̃g̃ production we require the single
jet from the squark decay to pass the pmax

T,j cut. This
selection of cuts leaves us with 10 fb of signal cross sec-
tion from gluino pairs. To reduce the Standard Model
backgrounds we apply the additional rejection cuts:

m"" < 80 GeV Me! > 450 GeV mjj < 300 GeV
(10)

where Me! = pTj,1
+ pTj,2

+ /pT . After this additional cut
our gluino–pair sample is 8.6 fb, with a tt̄jj background
of 34 fb. The associated q̃g̃ production channel yields
a rate (85 pb) about ten times larger than the gluino
pair sample while the Standard Model tt̄j background
to this channel is 23 fb after cuts, which means that
both channels together range around S/B " 1 [20, 22].
Our Standard Model and SUSY backgrounds originate
from wrongly combined and therefore uncorrelated lep-
tons from independent decays. An e"cient way to elim-
inate these backgrounds beyond the level S/B " 1 is
to subtract the measured opposite flavor dileptons from
the same flavor dileptons [23]. Because the precise pre-
diction of the remaining small backgrounds is beyond the
scope of this paper we will not include SUSY or Standard
Model backgrounds in our analysis.

In the two first panels of Fig. 2 we show the distribu-
tions for the bottom–lepton invariant masses, both for
the SUSY case and for the UED cascade. To avoid using
any information but the spin we assume the SPS1a spec-
trum for the UED particles and normalize their produc-
tion cross section times branching fractions to the SUSY
rate. Because we set the masses equal for the two inter-
pretations (to make the two scenarios indistinguishable
in the usual kinematic analysis of edges and thresholds)
all additional information in the shape of mb" should be
equivalent to angular correlations. The two mass distri-
butions are similar, both for the two lepton charges and
for the SUSY vs. UED interpretations. Notwithstanding,
we can construct a particularly sensitive asymmetry for
each of the two interpretations

A±(mb") =
d$/dmb"+ $ d$/dmb"!

d$/dmb"+ + d$/dmb"!
(11)
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Figure 1: The transverse momentum spectra for the bottom
jets in the gluino decay. The tagged bottom jets are ordered
according to their appearance (near/far) in the gluon decay
chain and according to their transverse momentum.

Our possible signal processes are

pp ! g̃g̃ ! jjbb̄!+!! + /pT

pp ! q̃g̃ ! jbb̄!+!! + /pT (8)

where ! stands for electrons and muons, which can in
principle come from tau decays. In the following, the as-
sociated q̃g̃ channel is not included unless we explicitly
state this. The dominant Standard Model background is
obviously tt̄+jets. For the parameter point SPS1a both
b jets are hard (c.f. Fig. 1), so we do not expect any
complication identifying the gluino cascade. If we were
to extend our analysis to the associated production with
another long cascade, we could use the mixed–flavor sam-
ple to avoid combinatorial backgrounds.

In some scenarios, like in SPS1a, the mass hierarchy
has a favorable impact on the momentum of the jets ra-
diated o! the decay cascade. In Fig. 1 we see that just
picking the harder of the two bottom jets we can distin-
guish between ‘near’ (gluino decay) and ‘far’ (sbottom
decay) jet on an event–by–event basis, to construct an
asymmetry. However, for most of our analysis we choose
to ignore this spectrum dependent approach in favor of
the general method of distinguishing b and b̄ jets by the
lepton charge in the b/b̄ tag.

The lighter of the two sbottoms and sleptons dom-
inate the long gluino decay chain, but in our numeri-
cal analysis we always include all scalar mass eigenstates
i.e. we include intermediate b̃1,2 as well as !̃1,2 and "̃1,2 in
the cascade. True o!-shell SUSY e!ects will be strongly
suppressed [19]. The contribution of the heavier sbot-
tom b̃2 " b̃R to the gluino decay width is roughly five
times smaller than the b̃1 " b̃L contribution. The lep-
tonic " decays we compute in the collinear approximation
(m! # pT,! ).

For the parton–level decay chains we include the UED
spectrum in Madgraph [20] and use Smadgraph [19] for

the SUSY simulation. This way we correctly treat all
spin correlations. All final–state momenta are smeared
to simulate detector e!ects. After including a 60% b-
tagging e"ciency, b and b̄ can be distinguished by the lep-
ton charge in semileptonic decays (22% branching ratio
times 80% lepton detection e"ciency) with a 30% mistag
probability [21]. When the tagging algorithm yields bb or
b̄b̄ we discard the events. These detector e!ects yield an
additional 0.11 dilution factor for the signal.

The gluino signal can be extracted using the basic ac-
ceptance cuts:

pT,b > 50 GeV pT," > 10 GeV

pmin
T,j > 40 GeV pmax

T,j > 150 GeV

|#i| < 2.4 #Rik > 0.4 (i, k = b, j, !) (9)

For the associated q̃g̃ production we require the single
jet from the squark decay to pass the pmax

T,j cut. This
selection of cuts leaves us with 10 fb of signal cross sec-
tion from gluino pairs. To reduce the Standard Model
backgrounds we apply the additional rejection cuts:

m"" < 80 GeV Meff > 450 GeV mjj < 300 GeV
(10)

where Meff = pTj,1
+ pTj,2

+ /pT . After this additional cut
our gluino–pair sample is 8.6 fb, with a tt̄jj background
of 34 fb. The associated q̃g̃ production channel yields
a rate (85 pb) about ten times larger than the gluino
pair sample while the Standard Model tt̄j background
to this channel is 23 fb after cuts, which means that
both channels together range around S/B " 1 [20, 22].
Our Standard Model and SUSY backgrounds originate
from wrongly combined and therefore uncorrelated lep-
tons from independent decays. An e"cient way to elim-
inate these backgrounds beyond the level S/B " 1 is
to subtract the measured opposite flavor dileptons from
the same flavor dileptons [23]. Because the precise pre-
diction of the remaining small backgrounds is beyond the
scope of this paper we will not include SUSY or Standard
Model backgrounds in our analysis.

In the two first panels of Fig. 2 we show the distribu-
tions for the bottom–lepton invariant masses, both for
the SUSY case and for the UED cascade. To avoid using
any information but the spin we assume the SPS1a spec-
trum for the UED particles and normalize their produc-
tion cross section times branching fractions to the SUSY
rate. Because we set the masses equal for the two inter-
pretations (to make the two scenarios indistinguishable
in the usual kinematic analysis of edges and thresholds)
all additional information in the shape of mb" should be
equivalent to angular correlations. The two mass distri-
butions are similar, both for the two lepton charges and
for the SUSY vs. UED interpretations. Notwithstanding,
we can construct a particularly sensitive asymmetry for
each of the two interpretations

A±(mb") =
d$/dmb"+ $ d$/dmb"!

d$/dmb"+ + d$/dmb"!
(11)

Varied UED mixing angle 
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For a long time it has been known that the like–sign dilepton signature can help establish the
existence of a gluino at the LHC. To unambiguously claim that we see a strongly interacting Ma-
jorana fermion — which we could call a gluino — we need to prove that it is indeed a fermion.
We propose how to extract this information from a di!erent gluino decay cascade which is also
used to measure its mass. Looking only at angular correlations we distinguish a universal extra
dimensional interpretation assuming a bosonic heavy gluon from supersymmetry with a fermionic
gluino. Assuming a supersymmetric interpretation, we show how the same angular correlations can
be used to study the left–right nature of the sfermions appearing in the decay chain.

A. Introduction

Signals for new physics at hadron colliders largely rely
on the production and decay of strongly interacting new
particles, e.g. in the case of supersymmetry [1] the pro-
duction of squarks and gluinos [2, 3] with their subse-
quent decays. Based on this simple fact, it is obvious
how to inclusively search for these particles: if the light-
est supersymmetric partner is neutral and stable, squarks
and gluinos have to decay to (at least) one or two jets
and missing transverse momentum /pT .

Once we require one charged lepton in the squark or
gluino decay we can start testing properties of SUSY–
QCD: like–sign dileptons can for example be produced
in quark–quark scattering qq ! q̃q̃ via a t–channel
gluino. This process requires fermion–number violating
interactions of the gluino, i.e. it is a sign for the Majo-
rana nature of the t–channel fermion. Like–sign dilep-
tons also appear in gluino pair production qq̄/gg ! g̃g̃,
when the Majorana gluino decays to qq̃! or q̄q̃ and the
squark/antisquark decay yields one definite–charge lep-
ton [4]. The advantage of this SUSY-QCD signature is
that the signal process is strongly interacting, while the
(non-misidentification) backgrounds are multiple W and
Z boson production, i.e. weakly interacting or multi–top
induced. At the LHC pairs of 500 GeV gluinos are co-
piously produced, with cross sections of O(50 pb) (not
counting the large associated q̃g̃ production channel) [3].
Therefore, there is little doubt that we will be able to ex-
tract this like–sign dilepton signature even if its branch-
ing ratio is small.

Motivated by electroweak baryogenesis and its require-
ment for light stops, there is a variation of this like–sign
dilepton signature [5], namely the decay g̃ ! tt̃!1/t̄t̃1 [6].
Because the stop decays t̃ ! b!̃+

1 ! bW+!̃0
1 and t̃ ! t!̃0

1
are irreducible from a top decay, the like–sign dileptons
gluino events will look just like Standard Model tt̄tt̄ pro-
duction, except with an increased rate and possibly dif-
ferent angular correlations.

This recipe for using the like–sign dilepton signature
to show that new physics at the LHC incorporates a

strongly interacting Majorana fermion and is, therefore,
likely to be SUSY–QCD unfortunately has a loop hole. If
the particle responsible for a gluino–like cascade decay is
a boson [7, 8] with an adjoint color charge, the like–sign
dilepton signature will naturally occur: two such bosons
will each decay into either a ‘squark–antisquark’ pair or
even into a simple Standard Model tt̄ pair and thus pro-
duce like–sign dileptons.

To close this loop hole we need to show that the
strongly interacting particle responsible for our like–sign
dilepton events is indeed a fermion. Depending on the
supersymmetric mass spectrum, the gluino mass can be
precisely determined in the (not like–sign dilepton) cas-
cade decay g̃ ! bb̃!1/b̄b̃1, where the light sbottom decays
through the long chain b̃1 ! !̃0

2 ! "̃ ! !̃0
1 [9, 10]. The

two decay chains would then have to be linked by com-
paring their detailed decay kinematics. In the similar
case of a q̃L decay we know how to show that the start-
ing point of that cascade is indeed a scalar [11, 12]. To
do so, the strategy includes a few crucial steps: first,
we assume (and for gluino decays with bottom tags we
know) that all outgoing Standard Model particles in the
cascade decay are fermions. In other words, the interme-
diate particles in the cascade have to alternate between
fermions and bosons. To determine the spin nature of the
heavy SUSY–QCD particle all we have to do is compare
the SUSY cascade with another scenario where the new
intermediate states have the same spin as the Standard
Model particles instead. Such a model are Universal Ex-
tra Dimensions (UED) [7] where each Standard Model
particle has a heavy Kaluza–Klein (KK) partner which
can mimic the SUSY cascade decay, provided the mass
spectra which can be extracted from the decay kinemat-
ics match [8].

There are many observables which we can use to dis-
criminate ‘typical’ UED and SUSY models, like the pro-
duction rate [12], ratios of branching fractions or the mass
spectrum. At the LHC we measure only production cross
sections times branching ratios times e!ciencies with
fairly large errors. In particular in the supersymmetric

-
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FIG. 4: Squark decay chain in gluino-pair production; chains involving anti-squarks are to be added.

give rise to six invariant masses M2
ij = (pi + pj)2 which can be formed within the four-jet ensemble of the final state.

The invariant mass distribution of the two near-jets, labeled generically by q̄1 and q̄2, is most sensitive to the gluino

polarization. While it will not be known in practice which of the observed final-state jets are associated with the

near-jets in the gluino decays, in the vast majority of events for SPS1a/a!-type mass configurations these two jets can

be identified with the jets of minimal transverse momentum. Ordering therefore the jets j1 to j4 according to rising

transverse momenta, the j1j2 combination is expected to retain most of the sensitivity to spin correlations. Note that

for gluino Majorana theories the q̄1q̄2 combination comes in all possible configurations: q̄Rq̃L with q̄Rq̃L and qLq̃"L, i.e.

equal-helicity as well as opposite-helicity (anti)quark states generating the low-p# jets. In contrast, Dirac theories

would only allow opposite-helicity (anti)quark states generating these jets.

To illustrate the e!ect of spin correlations we compare the jet-jet invariant mass distributions for ũLũL and ũLũ"
L

intermediate states, associated with q̄Rq̄R and q̄RqL near-quark jets. The L squarks ũL, ũ"
L can be tagged by observing

leptonic decays of !̃±
1 and !̃0

2, which discriminate L squarks from R squarks decaying to the invisible !̃0
1, cf. Ref. [8].

By tagging the L squarks, kinematical e!ects due to di!erent L/R squark masses, with size similar to the spin e!ects,

are eliminated. The spin-correlations will manifest themselves in di!erent values of the jet-jet invariant masses, which

depend on the relative orientation of the gluino spins. The average values !M2" = (!M2
ũLũL

" + !M2
ũLũ!

L
")/2 and

the di!erences "M2 = |!M2
ũLũL

" # !M2
ũLũ!

L
"| [the indices characterizing the intermediate squarks] are presented in

Table I for all six jet-jet invariant masses. The numerical results have been obtained for the SPS1a! scenario with

masses Mg̃ = 607 GeV, MũL
= 565 GeV, and M!̃ = M!̃0

1
= 98 GeV. The CTEQ6L1 LO parton densities [21] have

been adopted with the corresponding leading-order "s, and all scales have been set to µ = Mg̃. All numerical results

presented in this section and below have been compared with results obtained using MadGraph/MadEvent [22]; the

results do agree with each other.

In the upper section of Table I invariant masses for identified jets are shown, and in the lower section for jets

ordered according to transverse momenta. For the SPS1a/a!-type mass configurations considered here, the invariant

mass distributions involving near jets from the g̃ $ qq̃ decays are significantly softer than those involving far jets from

q̃ $ q!̃ decays. The gluino polarization a!ects the invariant mass distribution involving the near jets, with a relative

di!erence between ũLũL and ũLũ"
L intermediate states of about 10%. For all other invariant mass combinations

the polarization e!ects are negligible. As evident from the lower section of the table, the average invariant mass

and the invariant mass di!erence for the two jets with the smallest transverse momentum j1j2 are very close to the

corresponding q̄1q̄2 jet values, in concordance with general expectations derived from the kinematics associated with

q̃, g̃ mass parameters chosen in this example.

The di!erential distribution of the p#-ordered jet-jet invariant mass M2
j1j2 is depicted in Fig. 5(a) for constructive

spin-correlation and contrasted with destructive correlation. Correlations among jets generated almost exclusively in

scalar squark decays are tiny as evident from the M2
j3j4 distributions shown in Fig. 5(b). Without working out the

details it should be noted that cuts on the minimal missing energy could be used to eliminate standard QCD stray

jets. Lower p# cuts of order 50 GeV suppress additional QCD brems-strahl jets emitted in the supersymmetric parton

process itself; estimates indicate that the signal of the spin-correlations is reduced by some 50% when the cuts are

applied.
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Gluino pairs:g̃g̃ ! [q̄q̃] [q̄q̃] ! q̄1q1q̄2q2 !̃!̃

original quarks q̄1q1 q̄1q̄2 q̄1q2 q1q̄2 q1q2 q̄2q2

"M2# [103 GeV2] 23.9 9.17 62.4 62.2 423 23.9

!M2/"M2# [%] <0.1 10.8 0.8 0.8 <0.1 <0.1

p! ordered jets j1j2 j1j3 j1j4 j2j3 j2j4 j3j4

"M2# [103 GeV2] 9.56 30.1 43.7 39.6 64.7 417

!M2/"M2# [%] 10.2 2.4 1.7 2.0 3.0 <0.1

TABLE I: Invariant jet-jet masses for gluino-pair production and decay. The average values "M2# and the di"erences !M2 of

the invariant mass distributions for ũLũL and ũLũ"
L intermediate states are shown for identified jets (upper section) and for

jets ordered according to transverse momenta (lower section).
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FIG. 5: Mass distribution of (a) the two jets with the lowest p!, for which maximal spin correlations are predicted, and (b) the

two jets with the highest p! where spin e"ects, within quark pairs generated almost exclusively by scalar decays, are expected

to be very small.

3. SUPER-COMPTON PROCESS

3.1. Parton Level

Single polarization in gluino pair-production has been proved in the foregoing section to be strongly suppressed at

the squark-mass level " |M2
L # M2

R|/[M2
L + M2

R] for the two light generations since the production process becomes

e!ectively parity-even in the limit ML ! MR. However, if the squarks are produced as final particles, the L/R

character can be identified and the parity-violation in the Yukawa vertex becomes e!ective. For example, R-squarks

may decay into the invisible LSP while L-squarks can be marked by chargino decays. This constellation is realized in

the super-Compton process Eq.(1.3).

Symmetrizing qg $ gq as relevant for parton collisions at the symmetric pp collider LHC, the spin-summed total
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FIG. 7: Decay chains in the super-Compton process. While q is e!ectively restricted to valence u, d quarks, the squark q̃2 may

be substituted by the corresponding anti-squark, the attached [anti]quarks correspondingly.

(b) Analysis of stop and sbottom final states allows the reconstruction of the spin vector, without dilution by

destructive interference e!ects of di!erent flavors but with some dilution due to the superposition of near and far-top

quarks.

3.2. Spin-Phenomenology of the Super-Compton Process

The spin e!ects in the super-Compton process are described by the polarization vectors Cµ and Pµ in the gluino

production and decay processes [15]:

d" = d"unpol[1 ! CµPµ] . (3.9)

Depending on the sign of the product of the production and decay polarization vectors either constructive or destructive

spin e!ects are generated, a!ecting, in principle, all experimental observables.

In parallel to the foregoing gluino-pair discussion we illustrate the spin phenomenology in the super-Compton

process again by analyzing jet-jet invariant masses. The reference jet will be the primary squark decay jet q3 recoiling

against the gluino decay antiquark jet q̄2 and the secondary quark decay jet q1 emitted in the squark decay of the

gluino chain, cf. Fig. 7:

q̃g̃ " [q̃3] [q̄2q̃2] " q3q̄2q1!̃!̃ . (3.10)

The incoming quarks will be taken as u, d valence quarks. Three invariant masses q1q̄2, q1q3, q̄2q3 can be formed from

the three final-state quark momenta. Since the polarization vector P can be varied by picking L squarks or antisquarks

in the g̃ decay state, di!erent values are predicted for the jet-jet invariant masses.

Gluino Majorana theories generate equal- and opposite-helicity (anti)quark final states q̄2q3 while Dirac theories

restrict these final states to equal-helicity pairs.

The average values of the three jet-jet invariant masses for ũLũL and ũLũ!
L final states coming with uL and uL/ūR

quark jets are presented in Tab.II, for identified jets in the upper row, and jet pairs ordered according to rising

invariant masses Minv in the second row.

As evident from the table, the combination q̄2q3, involving the primary antiquark decay jet of the polarized gluino,

provides the highest sensitivity to spin e!ects. This combination is mapped, on the average, to the second largest in-

variant mass in the Minv ordered three-jet ensemble. A clear distinction emerges between constructive and destructive

spin e!ects in this observable. If large invariant masses for the three-jet final states are selected, say Mjjj > 2.5 TeV,

the longitudinal gluino polarization is greatly enlarged, boosting forward or backward the recoiling decay squark, and

raising or lowering the jet-jet invariant masses accordingly. The spin-dependent distributions of the second largest

invariant mass are depicted in Fig. 8(a). [The contamination due to same-side q̄2q1 partons, which generate the wedge

with the standard sharp edge at # [M2
g̃ ! M2

q̃ ] but do not give rise to spin asymmetries, is subtracted for illustration

in the two lower curves.] Correlations among squark decay jets [q1q3] are small, Fig. 8(b), as expected.

Krämer, Popenda, Spira, Zerwas, 0902.3795
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Super-Compton:q̃g̃ ! [q̃] [q̄q̃] ! q3q̄2q1 !̃!̃

original quarks q1q̄2 q1q3 q̄2q3

"M2# [104 GeV2] 2.39 48.3 7.13

!M2/"M2# [%] <0.1 0.8 7.9

Minv ordered jets small medium large

"M2# [104 GeV2] 1.80 7.33 48.7

!M2/"M2# [%] 5.0 5.9 0.7

Mjjj > 2.5 TeV : small medium large

"M2# [104 GeV2] 2.46 76.3 775

!M2/"M2# [%] 10.3 21.2 2.0

TABLE II: Invariant jet-jet masses in the super-Compton process. The average values "M2# and the di"erences !M2 of

the invariant mass distributions for ũLũL and ũLũ!
L intermediate states are shown for identified jets (upper section) and for

jets ordered according to invariant mass (middle section). The lower section shows the enhanced polarization e"ects if large

invariant masses Mjjj > 2.5 TeV are selected.
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FIG. 8: Mass distribution of (a) the second largest invariant mass; the same-side q1q̄2 parton combination is subtracted in the

lower curves; (b) the distribution for jets of maximal invariant mass, corresponding largely to partons q1q3.

4. SUMMARY

Spin correlations in gluino-pair production and polarization e!ects in single gluino production of the super-Compton

process a!ect the distributions of the experimentally observed final states. In this report we have analyzed the

theoretical basis of these e!ects, calculating the two-gluino spin-correlation matrix in the first case and the gluino

polarization vector in the second. A few examples for jet invariant masses illustrate the size of these e!ects at the

theoretical level. They become relevant only if L and R squarks, coming in association with R/L polarized antiquarks,

etc., are discriminated by measuring, for instance, charges in the third generation. The spin e!ects are modest,

typically of about 10% in the spin-sensitive observables. Nevertheless, when the LHC potential is fully exploited for

precision measurements and analyses are performed to determine supersymmetry parameters like mixings, couplings,

etc., such e!ects must be controlled properly in the analyses of the measured final states. The report is intended to

provide a first step in this direction.

Dijet mass-squared

Lowest mass dijet ~ (12) 

Medium mass dijet ~ (23) 
(12)
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Figure 4: The Feynman diagrams for the KK gluon three-body decay in UED.

(such as mSUGRA contraints) among these parameters, and will always work in terms of
weak-scale masses. We also define

CL = T 3
q N12 ! tw(T 3

q ! Qq)N11 ,

CR = twQqN11 , (4.4)

where T 3
u = +1/2, T 3

d = !1/2, Qu = +2/3, Qd = !1/3, tw = tan !w, and N is the neutralino
mixing matrix4 in the basis (B̃, W̃ 3, H̃0

u, H̃
0
d). We have neglected the mixing between the left-

handed and right-handed squarks, which is expected to be small in the MSSM.5 Since up and
down type quarks are experimentally indistinguishable, the dijet invariant mass distribution
d!/ds should include both the contributions of up-type and down-type squarks.

4.2 Decay of the gluon KK mode in the UED model

The counterpart of the decay (4.1) in the universal extra dimensions (UED) model is the
decay

g1(pA) " q(p1) + q̄(p2) + B1(pB), (4.5)

where g1 and B1 are the first-level Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of the gluon and the
hypercharge gauge boson, respectively. We ignore the mixing between B1 and the KK mode
of the W 3 field, which is small provided that the radius of the extra dimension is small,
R # 1/MW , and assume that the B1 is the LTP. As in the MSSM case, the decay (4.5) is
expected to have a substantial branching fraction when all KK quarks Q1

R and Q1
L are heavier

than the KK gluon. Note that in the original UED model [11], the KK modes of all SM
states were predicted to be closely degenerate in mass around M = 1/R; it was however later
understood [12] that kinetic terms localized on the boundaries of the extra dimension can
produce large mass splittings in the KK spectrum. Since such kinetic terms are consistent
with all symmetries of the theory, we will assume that they are indeed present, and treat
the masses of the g1, B1, Q1

R and Q1
L fields as free parameters.

4We assume that N is real. It is always possible to redefine the neutralino fields to achieve this. However
one should keep in mind that the neutralino eigenmasses may be negative with this choice.

5Large mixing in the stop sector may be present, and is actually preferred by fine-tuning arguments in
the MSSM (see, e.g., Ref. [10]). However events with top quarks in the final state are characterized by more
complicated topologies and can be experimentally distinguished from the events with light quarks that we
are focussing on here.
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s

d!
ds

Figure 5: Dijet invariant mass distribution for the UED (blue/dashed) and the MSSM
(red/solid) models, compared to pure phase space (black/dotted) for ML!/mA = MR!/mA =
1.5 and mB/mA = 0.1.

The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the decay (4.5) are shown in Fig. 4. (We ignored
the contribution of the diagrams mediated by Qi

L/R with i ! 2, which are suppressed by the
larger masses of the higher KK modes.) The relevant couplings have the form

g3G
1
µ

!

q̄!µPRQ1
R + q̄!µPLQ1

L + Q̄1
R!µPRq + Q̄1

L!µPLq
"

+

g1B
1
µ

!

Y (qR) q̄!µPRQ1
R + Y (qL) q̄!µPLQ1

L + Y (qR) Q̄1
R!µPRq + Y (qL) Q̄1

L!µPLq
"

,(4.6)

where Y (qL) = 1/6, Y (uR) = +2/3 and Y (dR) = "1/3 are the hypercharges.6 The spin-
summed and averaged matrix element-squared has the form (up to an overall normalization
constant)

#

spin

|MUED|2 = Y 2
L G(s, t, u; ML!) + Y 2

R G(s, t, u; MR!) , (4.7)

where ML! and MR! are the masses of the left- and right-handed quark KK modes Q1
L and

Q1
R, and

G(s, t, u; M) =
h1(s, t, u)

(t " M2)2
+

h1(s, u, t)

(u " M2)2
+ 2

h2(s, t, u)

(t " M2)(u " M2)
, (4.8)

with

h1(s, t, u) = 4(tu " m2
Am2

B) +
t2

m2
Am2

B

$

2s(m2
A + m2

B) + tu " m2
Am2

B

%

,

h2(s, t, u) = 4s(m2
A + m2

B) "
tu

m2
Am2

B

$

2s(m2
A + m2

B) + tu " m2
Am2

B

%

. (4.9)

4.3 Model Discrimination: a Simplified Analysis

Armed with the expressions (4.2) and (4.7), it is straightforward to obtain the dijet invariant
mass distributions for gluino and KK gluon decays and compare them. For example, the

6The structure of the couplings between the KK gauge bosons and SM (or KK) quarks are una!ected by
brane-localized kinetic terms as long as these terms are flavor-independent.
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Csaki, Heinonen, Perelstein, 0707.0014
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Figure 3: The Feynman diagrams for gluino three-body decay in the MSSM.

4 Model Discrimination: SUSY Versus UED

In this Section, we will show that measuring the shape of the dijet invariant mass distribution
arising from a three-body decay of a heavy colored particle may allow to determine whether
the decaying particle is the gluino of the MSSM or the KK gluon of the UED model. We will
begin by comparing the analytic predictions for the shapes of the two distributions at leading
order. We will then present a parton-level Monte Carlo study which demonstrates that the
discriminating power of this analysis persists after the main experimental complications (such
as the combinatioric background, finite energy resolution of the detector, and cuts imposed
to suppress SM backgrounds) are taken into account.

4.1 Gluino decay in the MSSM

We consider the MSSM in the region of the parameter space where all squarks are heavier
than the gluino, forbidding the two-body decays g̃ ! q̃q. In this situation, gluino decays
through three-body channels. We study the channel

g̃(pA) ! q(p1) + q̄(p2) + !̃0
1(pB), (4.1)

where q and q̄ are light (1st and 2nd generation) quarks, and !̃0
1 is the lightest neutralino

which we assume to be the LSP. (Note that many of our results would continue to hold if
!̃0

1 is replaced with a heavier neutralino or a chargino. The only extra complication in these
cases would be a possible additional contribution to the combinatoric background from the
subsequent cascade decay of these particles.) The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the
process (4.1) are shown in Fig. 3; the vertices entering these diagrams are well known (see
for example Ref. [9]). The spin-summed and averaged matrix element-squared has the form
(up to an overall normalization constant)

!

spin

|MMSSM|2 = |CL|2F (s, t, u; ML!) + |CR|2F (s, t, u; MR!) , (4.2)

where

F (s, t, u; M) =
(m2

A " t)(t " m2
B)

(t " M2)2
+

(m2
A " u)(u " m2

B)

(u " M2)2
+ 2

mAmBs

(u " M2)(t " M2)
. (4.3)

Here mA, mB, ML! and MR! are the masses of the gluino, the neutralino, the squarks q̃L and
q̃R, respectively. In order to keep the analysis general, we will not assume any relationships
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To start with, let us consider the new physics process:

pp ! Y (1) + Ȳ (2) ! V (p1)!(k1) + V (p2)!(k2), (1)

where V (p) denotes generic set of visible SM particles with total 4-momentum pµ and !(k)

is the WIMP with 4-momentum kµ. For an event set of this type, one can introduce trial

mother particle and WIMP masses, mY and m!, and impose the on-shell condition together

with the missing ET constraint:

(pi + ki)
2 = m2

Y , k2
i = m2

!, k1T + k2T = pmiss
T , (2)

where pmiss
T denotes the missing transverse momentum of the event. As these provide 6

constraints for 8 unknowns, kµ
i (i = 1, 2), there are 2-parameter family of solutions, which

can be parameterized by k1T . For any choice of real k1T , e.g. k1T = k̃T , the longitudinal

WIMP momenta are determined to be

kiL =
1

(EV
iT )2

!

piLAi ±
"

p2
iL + (EV

iT )2

"

A2
i " (EV

iT E!
iT )2

#

# k̃±

iL, (3)

where EV
iT =

$

p2
i + |piT |2, E!

iT =
"

m2
! + |kiT |2, and Ai = 1

2(m
2
Y " m2

! " p2
i ) + piT · kiT for

k1T = k̃T and k2T = pmiss
T " k̃T . It is obvious that k̃±

iL are real if and only if |Ai| $ EV
iT E!

iT

which is equivalent to

mY $ max{M (1)
T , M (2)

T }, (4)

where M (i)
T =

"

p2
i + m2

! + 2( EV
iTE!

iT " piT · kiT ) corresponds to the transverse mass of the

mother particle Y (i) with k1T = k̃T and k2T = pmiss
T " k̃T .

In principle, one could choose event-by-event any value of k̃T . However, the condition (4)

suggests that the best choice of k̃T is the one minimizing max{M (1)
T , M (2)

T } for each event,

i.e. the value giving the collider variable MT2 [5]:

MT2(pi, m!) # min
k1T +k2T =pmiss

T

%

max{M (1)
T , M (2)

T }
&

, (5)

where the minimization is performed over all possible WIMP transverse momenta kiT under

the constraint k1T + k2T = pmiss
T . For given trial masses m!,Y , this choice of k̃T , which is

unique for each event, allows the largest event set to have real k̃±

iL. In the following, we call

this scheme the MT2-Assisted On-Shell (MAOS) reconstruction, which assigns one or both

of the two 4-momenta

k̃± = (
"

m2
! + |k̃T |2 + |k̃±

L |
2, k̃T , k̃±

L ), (6)

3

that the SUSY and UED m2
qq-distributions show a di!erence in small m2

qq limit, however

this di!erence might be di"cult to be seen in the real data unless the mass ratio mtrue
Y /mtrue

!

is quite large, e.g. bigger than 7 or 8.
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FIG. 2: SUSY and UED Dalitz plots of m2
qq and m̃2

q! at parton level for m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and very

large luminosity.

On the other hand, with the MAOS momenta k̃±, we can do a much better job as the

event distribution dNevent/dm2
qqdm̃2

q! is available, where

m̃2
q! = (pq + k̃±)2 or (pq̄ + k̃±)2. (8)

In Fig. 2, we depict this MAOS distribution including both k̃+ and k̃! for the SUSY SPS2

point with m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and its UED equivalent in the ideal limit of no combinatorial

error and very large luminosity2. The results show a clear di!erence, with which one can

distinguish SUSY and UED unambiguously. In fact, these MAOS distributions reproduce

excellently the shape of the true invariant mass distributions dNdecay/dm2
qqdm2

q! constructed

with the true WIMP momentum ktrue [11].

To see the feasibility of the MAOS reconstruction in realistic situation, we analyzed the

event sets of the same SUSY and UED points, but now with the integrated luminosity

L = 300 fb!1. To suppress the backgrounds, we employed an appropriate selection cut

commonly taken for new physics events at the LHC, and adopted the hemisphere method

2 In fact, one can use only k̃+ or only k̃! for the MAOS invariant mass distribution, and still finds the same

shape of distribution.
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In principle, one could choose event-by-event any value of k̃T . However, the condition (4)

suggests that the best choice of k̃T is the one minimizing max{M (1)
T , M (2)

T } for each event,

i.e. the value giving the collider variable MT2 [5]:

MT2(pi, m!) # min
k1T +k2T =pmiss

T

%

max{M (1)
T , M (2)

T }
&

, (5)

where the minimization is performed over all possible WIMP transverse momenta kiT under

the constraint k1T + k2T = pmiss
T . For given trial masses m!,Y , this choice of k̃T , which is

unique for each event, allows the largest event set to have real k̃±

iL. In the following, we call

this scheme the MT2-Assisted On-Shell (MAOS) reconstruction, which assigns one or both

of the two 4-momenta

k̃± = (
"

m2
! + |k̃T |2 + |k̃±

L |
2, k̃T , k̃±

L ), (6)

3

only the near end-point events of MT2. On the other hand, the distribution of !k̃L is more

chaotic, partly because of the error propagation from !k̃T and also the two-fold degeneracy

of the longitudinal component. Still it is peaked at zero, although the width is significantly

broader, for a wide range of (m!, mY ) which includes the case with mY = Mmax
T2 (m!). As

an example, we depict in Fig. 1 the distributions of !k̃T,L (including both of k̃±

L ) for the

MAOS momenta of the SPS2 SUSY event set, which has been constructed with m! = 0 and

mY = Mmax
T2 (m! = 0). Fig. 1a shows the distributions of the full event set, while Fig. 1b is

for a subset including only the top 10% end-point events of MT2. We can see that the MAOS

momentum has a good correlation with the true momentum even for the full event set, and

the correlation becomes stronger for the near end-point events of MT2. This suggests that if

one has an enough statistics, it can be more e"cient to do MAOS reconstruction using only

the near end-point events.
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FIG. 1: The distributions of k̃± ! ktrue for (a) the full event set, and (b) the top 10% end-point

events of MT2. Here the MAOS momenta were constructed with m! = 0 and mY = Mmax
T2 (m! = 0).

If one could measure all final state momenta in the 3-body decay,

Y " q(pq)q̄(pq̄)!(k), (7)

where Y = g̃ or g(1), and ! = B̃ or B(1), the spin of Y can be determined by the 2-D

invariant mass distribution dNdecay/dm2
qqdm2

q! for m2
qq = (pq + pq̄)2 and m2

q! = (pq + ktrue)2

or (pq̄ + ktrue)2. However, as the true WIMP momentum is not available, one could have

only the m2
qq-distribution, dNdecay/dm2

qq =
!

dm2
q!dNdecay/dm2

qqdm2
q!. In [8], it was found

5
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FIG. 4: SUSY and UED Dalitz plots of m2
qq and m̃2

q! for m! = 0, mY = Mmax
T2 (m! = 0) and

L = 300 fb!1, including the combinatorial error and smearing e!ects under a proper event cut.

As slepton is a scalar particle, the angular distribution is proportional to 1!cos2 !", where

!" is the production angle with respect to the proton beam direction. On the other hand,

the corresponding Drell-Yan production of KK leptons shows the characteristic distribution

of spin-half particles, which is proportional to 1+cos2 !"(E2
l1
!m2

l1
)/(E2

l1
+m2

l1
) [9]. One may

then examine the lepton angular distribution in the center of rapidity frame of ll̄, which would

reflect the qualitative feature of the above !"-dependence of the mother particle distribution

[9].

Again, we can do a much better job with the MAOS momenta k̃±

i (i = 1, 2) as we

can probe the angular distribution of the mother particle MAOS momenta. To see this,

we have reconstructed the MAOS momenta, pi + k̃±

i , of the slepton pair and of the KK

lepton pair, and examined their angular distribution in the center of mass frame while

including the four di!erent combinations of MAOS momenta, i.e. (k̃"
1 , k̃#

2 ) with ", # = ±,

altogether. Since it depends on the longitudinal boost to the center of mass frame, the

shape of angular distribution is somewhat sensitive to the trial mother particle and WIMP

masses. To minimize this sensitivity, we have chosen mY = Mmax
T2 (m!) and imposed the

event selection cut including only the top 10% of the events near the end-point of MT2.

We also included the detector smearing e!ect on the lepton momentum resolution. In Fig.

5a, we depict the resulting SUSY and UED angular distributions for m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and

L = 300 fb!1, and compare them to the angular distributions obtained from the true WIMP
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FIG. 4: SUSY and UED Dalitz plots of m2
qq and m̃2

q! for m! = 0, mY = Mmax
T2 (m! = 0) and

L = 300 fb!1, including the combinatorial error and smearing e!ects under a proper event cut.

As slepton is a scalar particle, the angular distribution is proportional to 1!cos2 !", where

!" is the production angle with respect to the proton beam direction. On the other hand,

the corresponding Drell-Yan production of KK leptons shows the characteristic distribution

of spin-half particles, which is proportional to 1+cos2 !"(E2
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)/(E2
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+m2

l1
) [9]. One may

then examine the lepton angular distribution in the center of rapidity frame of ll̄, which would

reflect the qualitative feature of the above !"-dependence of the mother particle distribution

[9].

Again, we can do a much better job with the MAOS momenta k̃±

i (i = 1, 2) as we

can probe the angular distribution of the mother particle MAOS momenta. To see this,

we have reconstructed the MAOS momenta, pi + k̃±

i , of the slepton pair and of the KK

lepton pair, and examined their angular distribution in the center of mass frame while

including the four di!erent combinations of MAOS momenta, i.e. (k̃"
1 , k̃#

2 ) with ", # = ±,

altogether. Since it depends on the longitudinal boost to the center of mass frame, the

shape of angular distribution is somewhat sensitive to the trial mother particle and WIMP

masses. To minimize this sensitivity, we have chosen mY = Mmax
T2 (m!) and imposed the

event selection cut including only the top 10% of the events near the end-point of MT2.

We also included the detector smearing e!ect on the lepton momentum resolution. In Fig.

5a, we depict the resulting SUSY and UED angular distributions for m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and

L = 300 fb!1, and compare them to the angular distributions obtained from the true WIMP
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FIG. 4: SUSY and UED Dalitz plots of m2
qq and m̃2

q! for m! = 0, mY = Mmax
T2 (m! = 0) and

L = 300 fb!1, including the combinatorial error and smearing e!ects under a proper event cut.

As slepton is a scalar particle, the angular distribution is proportional to 1!cos2 !", where

!" is the production angle with respect to the proton beam direction. On the other hand,

the corresponding Drell-Yan production of KK leptons shows the characteristic distribution

of spin-half particles, which is proportional to 1+cos2 !"(E2
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!m2
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)/(E2
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+m2

l1
) [9]. One may

then examine the lepton angular distribution in the center of rapidity frame of ll̄, which would

reflect the qualitative feature of the above !"-dependence of the mother particle distribution

[9].

Again, we can do a much better job with the MAOS momenta k̃±

i (i = 1, 2) as we

can probe the angular distribution of the mother particle MAOS momenta. To see this,

we have reconstructed the MAOS momenta, pi + k̃±

i , of the slepton pair and of the KK

lepton pair, and examined their angular distribution in the center of mass frame while

including the four di!erent combinations of MAOS momenta, i.e. (k̃"
1 , k̃#

2 ) with ", # = ±,

altogether. Since it depends on the longitudinal boost to the center of mass frame, the

shape of angular distribution is somewhat sensitive to the trial mother particle and WIMP

masses. To minimize this sensitivity, we have chosen mY = Mmax
T2 (m!) and imposed the

event selection cut including only the top 10% of the events near the end-point of MT2.

We also included the detector smearing e!ect on the lepton momentum resolution. In Fig.

5a, we depict the resulting SUSY and UED angular distributions for m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and

L = 300 fb!1, and compare them to the angular distributions obtained from the true WIMP
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is quite large, e.g. bigger than 7 or 8.
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FIG. 2: SUSY and UED Dalitz plots of m2
qq and m̃2

q! at parton level for m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and very

large luminosity.

On the other hand, with the MAOS momenta k̃±, we can do a much better job as the

event distribution dNevent/dm2
qqdm̃2

q! is available, where

m̃2
q! = (pq + k̃±)2 or (pq̄ + k̃±)2. (8)

In Fig. 2, we depict this MAOS distribution including both k̃+ and k̃! for the SUSY SPS2

point with m!,Y = mtrue
!,Y and its UED equivalent in the ideal limit of no combinatorial

error and very large luminosity2. The results show a clear di!erence, with which one can

distinguish SUSY and UED unambiguously. In fact, these MAOS distributions reproduce

excellently the shape of the true invariant mass distributions dNdecay/dm2
qqdm2

q! constructed

with the true WIMP momentum ktrue [11].

To see the feasibility of the MAOS reconstruction in realistic situation, we analyzed the

event sets of the same SUSY and UED points, but now with the integrated luminosity

L = 300 fb!1. To suppress the backgrounds, we employed an appropriate selection cut

commonly taken for new physics events at the LHC, and adopted the hemisphere method

2 In fact, one can use only k̃+ or only k̃! for the MAOS invariant mass distribution, and still finds the same

shape of distribution.
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Figure 11: Lowest order cross sections from CompHEP as a function of final state
mass for pp ! g̃g̃(g1g1) in the MSSM(UUED) at the LHC with

"
s = 14 TeV. The

bands are obtained by varying the squark/level-1 quark masses and the renormaliza-
tion/factorization scale µ over the range

mg̃(g1)

2 # µ # 2mg̃(g1). The CTEQ5L parton
distribution is used. This shows that for a given experimentally determined mass scale
the cross sections are very di!erent, and are likely to allow distinguishing between such
interpretations of an LHC signal.

This peaks at around twice the mass scale defined naively as

M = min(mg! , mq!)

where g! and q! are the excited gluon and quark states of SUSY or UED in our present
study. Thus for a given position of the peak of Meff a much larger event rate would
occur for UUED than for SUSY. A definitive conclusion would require that the resulting
event rates did not significantly overlap.

Fig. 11 illustrates the variation of cross sections for gluino-pair (level-1 gluon pair)
production against the mass scale which is the gluino (level-1 gluon) mass for the
MSSM (UUED) with squarks (level-1 quarks) being much heavier. In both cases the
bands are obtained by varying the squark/level-1 quark masses and the renormaliza-
tion/factorization scale µ which have the strongest impact on the cross sections at the
lowest order. We note that these theoretical bands never overlap over a significant range
of the mass scale. Thus, a conclusion favoring one or the other scenario should be rather
robust. Of course, one has to critically estimate higher order e!ects on the theoretical
side and check many of the experimantally involved issues. There may be a better proce-
dure than identifying the peak of the e!ective mass curve with the mass scale. We expect
that once there is data fitted by SUSY and UED models, then sharper procedures will
easily be implemented. The basic point is that for given masses the connection between
spin and cross section is fundamental, and is a tool that can remove any confusion. It

26

MSSM U-UED

Production

Cross sections !g̃g̃ = 4.51 pb !g1g1 = 65.95 pb

g̃ ! qq̄!"±
1 = 0.45 g1 ! qq̄!W±

1 = 0.45

g̃ ! qq̄"0
2 = 0.28 g1 ! qq̄!Z1 = 0.28

g̃ ! qq̄"0
1 = 0.27 g1 ! qq̄!B1 = 0.27

Branching

Fractions

"±
1 ! qq̄!"0

1 = 0.67 W±
1 ! qq̄!B1 = 0.18

"±
1 ! #$"0

1 = 0.33 W±
1 ! #$B1 = 0.82

"0
2 ! qq̄"0

1 = 0.94 Z±
1 ! qq̄B1 = 0.22

"0
2 ! ##̄"0

1 = 0.04 Z±
1 ! ##̄B1 = 0.39

"0
2 ! $$̄"0

1 = 0.01 Z±
1 ! $$̄B1 = 0.39

Cascade

Fractions

1-lepton 0.248 0.385

OS 2-lepton 0.030 0.183

SS 2-lepton 0.011 0.068

3-lepton 0.003 0.081

Cascade

Rates

1-lepton 1.12 pb 25.39 pb

OS 2-lepton 0.13 pb 12.06 pb

SS 2-lepton 0.05 pb 4.48 pb

3-lepton 0.014 pb 5.34 pb

Table 3: Cross-sections for g̃-pair and g1 pair productions in MSSM and UUED respectively
for an identical spectrum (see text) along with relevant branching fractions in their cascades.

that could be studied at the LHC is the so-called e!ective mass [49]

Meff = Emiss
T +

!

jet

pT,jet.

25

Datta, Kane, Toharia hep-ph/0510204

Higher spins mean higher cross 
sections (for given masses)
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ET + !ET

Cross sections imply spins (2)
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Kane, Petrov, Shao,Wang, 0805.1397

Can match cross section and one 
distribution by adjusting masses

Cannot match several cross 
sections or distributions ...
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Cross sections imply spins (3)
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E.g. match jet counts      HT doesn’t match

Jet multiplicity HT

Can vary masses to fit cross section and one distribution

ambiguity resolved
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Figure 1: Exclusion level of the LHT hypothesis, based on the combined fit to the ten
observables discussed in the text. Top left panel: with integrated luminosity of 200 pb!1 at
the LHC. Top right panel: same, with integrated luminosity of 500 pb!1, Bottom left panel:
integrated luminosity of 1 fb!1, Bottom right panel: 2 fb!1.

sample in Table 3. The quality of the fit to data at each LHT point is quantified by the
!2 value, which can in turn be converted into a probability that the observed disagreement
between the measured and expected values of the observables is the result of a random
fluctuation. (If this probability is close to one, the fit is perfect; if it approaches zero, the fit
is very poor.) As a sanity check to validate our statistical procedure, we simulated a large
number of independent subsamples of SUSY and SM background events, and confirmed that
the distribution of !2 values agrees with statistical fluctuations.

9

Figure 2: Exclusion level of the LHT hypothesis, based on the combined fit to nine/eight of
the ten observables discussed in the text, with integrated luminosity of 2 fb!1 at the LHC.
Omitted are the total production cross section (left panel) and missing transverse momentum
and HT (right panel).

3 Results

The main results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 1, which shows the level at which the
LHT model is excluded depending on the assumed values of the parameters. For illustration
purposes, we label the exclusion contours by the number of standard deviations in a single-
variable Gaussian distribution corresponding to the same probability. With 200 pb!1 of
accumulated data, the combined fit to the 10 observables excludes only about half of the
LHT parameter space at better than 3-sigma level, or better than 99.7% confidence level. In
the rest of the parameter space the LHT model is still consistent with data at this level, with
the best-fit point at MQ = 650 GeV, MB = 250 GeV showing a less than 1-sigma deviation
from the data. With more integrated luminosity and correspondingly smaller statistical
errors, however, the LHT model can no longer fit the data. For 2 fb!1, we find that the
complete LHT parameter space in our study is excluded at a more than 3-sigma level, and
most of the parameter space is already excluded at a 5-sigma level. Thus, it appears that
in our test-case scenario, experiment can exclude the LHT interpretation of the data with a
modest integrated luminosity of only a few fb!1.

While we include the estimates of the systematic uncertainties for all observables in our
study, some of the observables may su!er from additional uncertanties. One example is the
total production cross section. We assumed a 30% systematic error on the value of cross
section computed in the LHT model, to account for the scale uncertainty of the leading-
order calculation, as well as pdf and luminosity uncertainties. However, other e!ects, for
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Dileptons

Gluinos

Three-body decays

Cross sections

Sequential decay chains
Possibilities -- but difficult for degenerate masses

SUSY vs UED difficult at LHC -- other cases possible

Some ideas -- just starting

MT2 assistance looks useful here (and elsewhere?)

Should be included

Full simulations (and data) needed!


